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1. We, the Local Government Boundary Commission for England, having carried out
our initial review of the electoral arrangements for the City of Southampton in

p V

accordance with the requirements of section 63 of, and of Schedule 9 to, the Local
Government Act 1972, present our proposals for the future electoral arrangements
for that City.
2. In accordance with the procedure laid down in section 60(1) and (2) of the
1972 Act, notice.was given on 3 June 1974 that we were to undertake this review.
This was incorporated in a consultation letter addressed to the Southampton City
Council, copies of which were circulated to the Hampshire County Council, the
Members of Parliament for the constituencies concerned and the headquarters of the
main political parties.

Copies were also sent to the editors of local newspapers

circulating in the area and to the local government press.

Notices inserted in

the local press announced the start of the review and invited comments from
members of the public and from any interested bodies.
3. Southampton City Council were invited to prepare a draft scheme of representation for our consideration.

In doing so, they were asked to observe the rules

laid down in Schedule 11 to the Local Government Act 1972 and the guidelines which
* *

we set out in our Report No 6 about the proposed size of the council and the
proposed number of councillors for each ward. They were asked also to take into .
account any views expressed to them following their consultation with local
interests. We therefore asked that they should publish details of their provisional
proposals about a month before they submitted their draft scheme to us, thus
allowing an opportunity for local comment.

4*

In accordance with section 7(4) of the Local Government Act 1972 the City

Council had exercised an option for a system of elections by thirds*
5.

On 24 October 1974 the Southampton City Council presented their draft scheme of

representation.

The Council proposed to divide the area into 16 wards each

returning 3 members to form a Council of 48> the same as at present.
6.

We considered the draft scheme together with the comments which had been

submitted by two political bodies one of whom had submitted an alternative scheme
for dividing the Ci±y into 18 three member wards.
criticism

of

.The comments contained

the procedure which the Council had followed in drawing up their

draft scheme and about the extent to which it divided established communities,
ignored the location of polling stations and the convenience of the electorate and
made no

provision for the possibility of an alteration in the number of

county councillors.

There was a reference also to the proposed Lord's Hill

v/ard where doubts were .^pressed about the forecast rapid growth in the
electorate ov«r the next five years, on which the proposed electoral arrangements
de-ponded*
7.

It was clear to us that there was political controversy in the City over

the proposals.

On the limited information available to us, and in the absence of

detailed criticism of the alternative scheme, we found it impossible to form
any clear conclusions.

A local meeting seemed to be inevitable in this case and

we thought that this was the best place for the relative merits of the two
schemes to be argued and clarified. With this in mind, and despite a number of apparent defects, vm thought it appropriate to adojt the Council's draft scheme as t>.V/:.ai:i of m.u: dr.ift propoF.alr; ant! so provide a. 1>;i::.i r; for d j.:;c>u;:.;ion at th--* m
8.

In a number of instances the Ordnance Survey had recommended minor adjust-

ments to the alignments of the boundaries proposed by the Council > in order to
secure boundary lines which were more readily identifiable on the ground.

We

decided-to adopt these minor modifications and to formulate our draft proposals
accordingly.
9.

On 28 January 1975* we issued our draft proposals and these were sent to all

who had received our consultation letter or had commented on the Council's draft
scheme. The Council were asked to make these draft proposals and the accompanying
maps, which defined the proposed ward boundaries, available for inspection at
•*

their main offices* Representations on our draft proposals were invited from
those to whom they were circulated and, by public notices, from other members of
the public and interested bodies* We asked that any comments should reach us by
28 March 1975.
10. The City Council wrote to us in support of the draft proposals but. suggested
a minor modification to that part of the boundary between the proposed Town and
Avenue wards which we had altered on the recommendation of the Ordnance Survey.
Both the local political bodies which had commented earlier wrote to us objecting
to our draft proposals.

The body

which had submitted the alternative

proposals for an 18 ward scheme drew our attention to those proposals and requested
that we should arrange a local inquiry. The other body re-iterated their earlier
criticisms andfin addition, drew our attention to the Government's proposals for
no ighbourhood councils. They considered that our warding proposals, which they
said divided areas of the City which have an historical identity and a community
* -

spirit, would conflict with the concept of such councils. From a local residents1
association we received a request that the name of the ward covering the Preemantle
area of the city should be named accordingly.

They asked also that the number of

electors in the ward should be 5-6000 and that it should be represented by 3 councillors
If the number of electors wore increased they felt that an additional councillor should
be allocated.

Another residents'association objected to the division of the present

Portswood ward. Finally, we received 18 letters from individual residents all

criticising the draft proposals and for a variety of reasons.
11* In view of these comments, and as envisaged before we issued our draft
proposals, we decided that we needed further information to enable us to reach
a conclusion. Therefore, in accordance with Section 65(2) of the 1972 Act, and
at our request, you appointed Mr Michael Lever as an Assistant Commissioner

to

hold a local meeting and to report to us*
12. In calling the meeting we decided to place on the agenda the question of
compatibility between the electoral arrangements of the City and those of the
County which are due to be reviewed when the current reviews of the electoral
arrangements of the districts have all been completed. In doing this we were
influenced, by two factors.

Firstly, we noted that the advocates of the

Alternative 18 ward scheme had referred to the possibility of additional
County electoral divisions in Southampton.

We understood, however,

that the County Council, in their guidance to the District CouncilSjhad
indicated that the present size of the County Council (97 members) should
remain unchanged.

It appeared therefore,that unless there were a rapid increase

in the electorate of Southampton relative to the other districts,the City could
not expect an increase in its County representation.

Secondly, by that time the

electoral forecasts for five- years hence produced by each of the district councils
in the county hud become available, and it had been possible to form a view about ;
•flitether uny redistribution of county electoral divisions between the districts
would be necessary.

In the case of Southampton the figures suggested that the

City would be entitled to 15 electoral divisions, one less than at present.
To assist the discussion at the meeting we asked the County Council to send a
representative to the meeting and we circulated details of the statistical
information which had become available.
13. The Assistant Commissioner held a meeting at Southampton on 26 June 1975
and thereafter he viewed the City on two occasions.

A copy (without enclosures)

of his report to us of the meeting is attached at Schedule 1 to this report.
14 The Assistant Coa-aissioner recoct ended thatve should adopt the 15 ward scheme v;h;,;;r,

he had prepared iind which would £.ive a council of 45 members for the City. His
reasons for so doinc arc

se

* out f\illy in his report.

15. Yfe consulted the Ordnance Survey who reported that the boundaries which the
Assistant Commissioner had proposed were satisfactory.
16. We considered again our draft proposals in the light of the comments
which we had received and of the Assistant Commissioner's report, Y/e noted
that the scheme- recommended by the Assistant Commissioner met the defects of
which we were aware when we formulated our draft proposals and which had
been the subject

of adverse comment in the response to those proposals.

We concluded that the Assistant Commissioner's scheme should be adopted
and we resolved to formulate our final proposals accordingly. In doing so,
we were mindful of the evident misinterpretation of the Act by the .Southampton City
Council in that they regarded the rule about local ties as having no applicability
in an urban context.

It is clear that the Assistant Commissioner, in drawing

up his recommended scheme, has, in compliance with the rules of Schedule 11 to
the Local Government Act 1972, had regard to the local ties which might be
broken by the fixing of any particular boundary.

17. Details of these final proposals are set out in Schedule 2 of this report
and on the attached map. Schedule 2 gives the names of the wards and the
number of councillors to be returned by each. The boundaries of the new wards
are defined. on the map.

PUBLICATION
18* In accordance with Section 60(5)(b) of the Local Government Act 1972, a
copy of this report and a copy of.the'iaaps are being sent to Southampton
City Council and will be available for public inspection at the Council's main
offices. Copies of this report are also being sent to those who received the

consultation letter and to those -who nade comments. A detailed description,
prepared by the Ordnance Survey, of the boundaries of the proposed wards

as

defined on the map, is set out in Schedule 3 to this report.
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Farrar's Building,
Temple ,
London, E.G. 4.
September, 1975.
The Chairman,
The Local Government Boundary Commission
for England,
20, Albert Embankment,
London S.E.1.

Sir,
CITY OF SOUTHAMPTON

. I have the honour to report that on 26th June. 1975 at the Civic
Centre, Southampton, pursuant to my appointment under Section 65(2) of the
Local Government Act, 1972, I held a local meeting to carry out an investigation
of the electoral arrangements for the City of Southampton.
The meeting was well attended and the issues raised by the proposed
electoral arrangements had clearly aroused considerable local interest.
I opened the meeting by explaining that the proposals published by
the Local Government Boundary Commission had been formulated by the majority'
party on the City Council, that these proposals would be outlined to the meeting
by the City Secretary and Solicitor rather than by myself, and that I was anxious
to hear the views of everyone who wished to speak. In particular in addition to
any matters upon which people may have come prepared to speak, I said I was
anxious to hear views upon whether it was considered there was any advantage in
trying to obtain compatability with county electoral divisions.
Because of the informal nature of the meeting no one had chosen to be
legally represented. A total of 22 different persons addressed the meeting and a
number spoke on more than one occasion. Thirteen of the speakers identified
themselves directly with a political party.
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1.

Mr. M. Reynolds, City Secretary and Solicitor, said that the

Commission's proposals showed only minimal differences from the City
Council's proposals, and the City Council now supported the Commission's
proposals. At present, there were 51 members of the council elected from
16 wards. The proposals were for 16 wards of 3 councillors each, forming

J

'

a council of 48 members. That was about the ri^it number. The council had
determined on elections by thirds, with the county councillor being elected
every 4th year. He thought it was very important to have compatability
between county electoral districts and city wards, and although there was
no legal obligation to have regard to county representation, it had been
borne in mind in preparing the scheme. The City Council had been in close
touch with the county authority throughout. In September 1974 the city had
been told by the county both that there would be no change in the number
of councillors elected to the County Council nor would there be any change
between the representation of urban and rural areas on the County Council.
They had understood that to mean that the county was saying that Southampton
would have 16 electoral divisions. Moreover the City Council had said as
recently as Monday that it wanted to have 16 county councillors.

The proposals before the meeting paid strict regard to the statutory .
requirements set out in schedule 11 of the 1972 Act. The most important
statutory requirement was that the number of electors should be, as nearly as
may be, the same in each ward, and it was a remarkable achievement of the
proposals that similar numbers had been obtained in all the wards. He said he
must specifically mention the Lord's Hill development. The development was on
land purchased by the City Council in 1964 and development had been in progress
since about 1966. The City Planning Officer had been carrying out a further
scrutiny of development in the area, and Mr. Burns from that department had
prepared a paper, which he gave me. The figure of 10,150 electors in 1979,
which was the estimate in the present proposals, could become as high as 10,495.

--
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There could be 40 more houses built by then, and. a further 90 might
be built earlier, A county council old people's home was likely to
be completed in 1977» which would have 50 residents. There were also
likely to be increases above the present estimates in other areas.
There could be an addition of 6800 people to the projected population
figures. On the basis that 70% of the population were electors, this
gave an increased electorate of 47 60. This was because there were new
developments proposed and the programme for house clearance had been
altered so that houses were now being improved instead of demolished.
He wanted to make some comments on the boundaries that had
been chosen. There were some obvious barriers to movement. The River
Itchen was one. There were various open spaces used for sport and
community purposes. There was the Holly Brook. There were a number of
easily identifiable roads, and he mentioned Bassett Avenue, which was
a major road, and Hill Lane, Shirley High Street and Romsey Road,
Tebourba Way and Winchester Road, Millbrook Road and Redbridge Road,
Western Esplanade and Civic Centre Road. To the east, there was Bursledon
Road and Portsmouth Road. In the north-west, Brownhill Road and Coxford
Road. Insofar as the Act referred to local ties, he said this meant rural
ties. It was not a requirement that applied to neighbourhoods in the
older parts of Southampton as there were no closely knit neighbourhoods
which extended over a wide area. However the post-war estates did create
local communities. This was so in Millbrook and on the east of Harefield
and Thornhill wards. The most recent estate was at Lord's Hill, and this
was the outstanding example of a community which should be kept together.
In choosing boundaries, these matters had been taken into account,
On the most important criterion, which was the number of electors, a good
job had been done. He had calculated that the new proposals produced 26,6
miles of new internal boundaries and left unchanged 13-4 miles.

- 42.

Mr. Burns was employed in the City Planning Office. He produced

2 documents giving revised population estimates for 1979« There were
alterations to the types of housing "being "built, clearance proposals had
been abandoned or deferred, and schemes for institutional developments
had been included. He said a population increase of 7000 over existing
estimates was a reasonable and conservative assumption. By 1979 "the overall
population increase could be 21,000 and not 13>000.

3.

Mr. G.S. Gabb represented the liberal associations in Southampton.

He supported the council's proposal for 16 wards, but there, he said, his
support ended. The wards that were chosen should be the right size and the
right shape. The wards proposed were peculiar shapes and they divided
existing communities in the city. Portswood, where he lived, Swaythling and
Shirley were real communities, and they were split. Bassett was divided.
The proposed Avenue ward was a conglomerate and even had part of Portswood in
it. The City Council was set against a policy of neighbourhood councils, but
the liberals supported such councils. The right policy in forming wards was
to look to existing communities, and to form wards of the correct size
around them. Boundaries through open spaces, or along main roads should take
2nd place to that.

4.

Mr. A. Samuels put the conservatives1 case. He had prepared and

handed in a written statement. He was in favour of compatability, which he
called an interlocking coterminous hierarchy of boundaries. He said that
wherever possible existing boundaries should be retained, natural boundaries
should be followed and existing communities emphasised. There were many
community areas .in Southampton with which the residents identified themselves.
The labour party plan destroyed Portswood, divided Bassett and mutilated
Shirley. All were traditionally conservative areas. The proposed Avenue ward
was severed by the A33- Town, Bassett and Swaythling wards would all straddle
the constituency boundary. The names chosen by the labour party were new and

- 5meaningless. 'Town1 ward especially was badly named, for Southampton
was a city. Neither the names nor the wards could be identified with
the many flourishing residents and political associations in the city,
and the proposed scheme had aroused public indignation. A viable ward
should not be badly shaped, like some of the proposed wards. There were
factors which could justify some measure of departure from the principle
of equal representation, which could never be exact.
In Lord's Hill, the disparity of 3710 electors compared to the
10,000 in other wards was, however, absurd. Future growth was uncertain,
and the electorate in the area should for the present be distributed
amongst the neighbouring wards.
Until May 1975* everyone had worked on the basis that a growing
electorate and a growing population in Southampton would mean more seats
at county level, and, if compatability was to be achieved, more wards
in the city. The Commission's letter of 50th May 1975 showed that this
was a false premise. The conservatives had produced an 18 ward scheme
based on about 9000 electors a ward. Neither the 16 nor the 18 ward scheme
could be tinkered with to produce 15 wards.
His party wanted compatability; but growth rates were such that
the County Council might have more than 100 seats, which would mean that
Southampton could have more than 15 county seats. Also he preferred to
see a maximum of 3000 electors to a councillor in densely populated urban
areas. If there had to be 15 wards, then the city officers should make a
new start and provide an independent scheme based on the guidelines he had
mentioned. If there were 15 wards they could allow for the possibility of
a third parliamentary constituency.
Speaking then with reference to a displayed map, he pointed out
the communities that the existing wards represented. Where wards crossed
the river, this was because in the north the river ceased to be a significant
boundary. In particular he criticised first the proposed Avenue ward, which
was 2£ miles long and took in parts of several different communities. The
proposed Shirley ward was worse. It was J miles long and comprised parts of
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Shirley, Bassett and Coxford. Neither the proposed Bassett nor Shirley
wards had any identifiable centres of gravity. The Lord's Hill area was
only large enough for 2 councillors and yet it had been left in one
piece, whereas Shirley had been divided up amongst 4 wards. The proposed
Freemantle ward was an uneasy marriage of parts of Freemantle and
Banister. The proposed Millbrook ward was divided "by the A35 and included
parts of both Redbridge and Shirley. The existing pattern of community
wards had been decimated and destroyed.

5-

Mr. H.A. Tilley had lived in the Highfield area of Portswood

for 6 years. It was a neighbourly, friendly area and people took a pride
in it. A large number of people in the area did not know of the present
proposals, for if they did not read their local paper, which was the Echo,
they heard nothing of them. The electors he had spoken to were shocked
when they heard of the effort being made to wipe out Portswood ward.

6.

Mr. R.A. Bates was agent for the Southampton labour party and

for the Hampshire county labour party. He also read and handed in a prepared
statement. He supported the proposals for 16 wards. Equality of representation was achieved, and variations from the mean were + 5»5% and - 5-99^j
which were the lowest percentage variations in Hampshire.. The boundaries were
easily defined, natural and likely to remain in existence. Over a third were
existing boundaries. Existing communities were maintained, and in some cases
divisions had been removed. In particular he mentioned Lord's Hill, which
had a thriving community association, and the university community.
Dealing with Lord's Hill, he said objections to the proposals
failed to grasp the extent of the projected growth. The figure of 3710 came
from the 1974 register. On the 1975 register it was 5222 and the electorate
now was about 6600. There had been 580 dwellings under construction in
March 1975» and a number of these were likely to be occupied in time for
the residents to appear on the 1976 register. At the first elections in
1976 the electorate would be over 7000 and by the time of the second elections
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in 1978 (1977 would be a county year) the projected electorate of
10,130 would be achieved. The area to the south-east of the development
areas had been added to achieve electoral parity and was a natural
adjunct to Lord's Hill.
He objected to the conservatives1 proposals. Their figures
did not achieve anything like equality. They divided their wards with
barriers. The Hiver .Itchen divided a ward, and between Bassett and
Swaythling their boundary divided an estate.
The labour party proposals had been produced to provide
compatability. Throughout he had understood Southampton would have 16
electoral divisions. If there were 15 it would reduce the number of the
city's county councillors to 15. If the new figures produced by Mr. Burns
were used in the county table, Southampton's entitlement increased from
14.67 to 15.11. These new figures were based on the 1979 population
whereas the City Council's proposals submitted to the Commission had been
based on 1973-78 growth forecasts. Further should 100 divisions for
Hampshire be considered more realistic, then the Southampton entitlement
increased to 15.50. An additional complication was that the county policy
committee had reported on 2?rd June 1975 that the total forecast county
electorate in 1979 would be 1,056,320. On the basis of 97 seats, and using
Mr. Burns1 revised figures, this gave Southampton an entitlement of 15.52.
Whichever method of calculation was used Southampton should have 16 seats.
He added that because the figures used for calculating the city's
entitlement were 1973-78 figures and the rest of the county had used
1979 or 1980 figures, people had not been comparing

like with like. That

had been put right and now, however the figures were approached, the city
should have 16 county councillors and 16 wards. He wanted compatability if
at all possible.

7.

Mr. A. Reynard was a councillor who represented the existing

Coxford ward, which at present encompassed the greater part of Lord's Hill.
He too read and handed in a prepared statement, and he referred to the map
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which was displayed. He said that if numerical precision were to be
achieved, some natural boundaries would have to be broken. The most
significant boundary was the River Itchen. Whether it should be broken
depended on what was fair to the wards east of the river. He then
dealt in detail with the proposed wards.
Voolston ward had as boundaries the river, a railway and a
principal road. Peartree and Sholing wards were bounded largely by the
existing boundary and a principal road, and were separated by a class
3 road. Thornhill ward would be too small if it were to lie between 2
principal roads, so Somerset Avenue had been chosen as one of its
boundaries. It separated a pre-war bungalow estate from a post-war
council estate. Between Bitterne Park and Harefield the boundary had
been dictated by numerical accuracy and not by natural boundaries.
To the west of the River Itchen the principal factors were the ,
river itself, the A33» the A3 5 and the university. Swaythling ward was
bounded by the river, the A35 and a railway line. To the south he suggested
variations which were marked on 2 small overlays to his map. The variations
produced more natural boundaries and put the whole of the university
development in one ward. However the best boundary was achieved only with
loss of arithmetical precision. The proposed Bassett ward was the heart
of the university and the greater part of its staff lived in the surrounding
area. The ward was bounded by the A??. Lord*s Hill ward comprised a recent
boundary extension of the city. A class 3 road provided the boundary, save
where a part was added in the south-east. This part was of similar age and
used, the same shopping facilities.
Coxford ward was bounded by the former city boundary, by the ma.in
A3057 road which would lead to the motorway, by open space on the east, and
to its south by a distributor road which separated a council estate from
private housing. Redbridge ward was almost entirely council estates. South
of the A3057 the boundary was partly the existing boundary and partly drawn
for numerical precision. The proposed Millbrook ward was substantially the
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existing Millbrook ward plus part of Redbridge for electoral
balance. It crossed Tebourba Way, which was a dual carriageway.
However traffic on this road would be reduced considerably when the
M27 and the Nursling Link were opened. The proposed Shirley ward
was bounded by the A33> by open space and by St. James* Road, which
was a class 3 road and a bus route. Freemantle ward largely used
existing boundaries save in the north where the boundary was St.
James* Road. Avenue ward was bounded by the A33 and otherwise by
existing ward boundaries or class 3 roads. Town ward lay between Avenue
ward and the river and large areas of it were dockland.
He added that the River Itchen, though narrower in the north,
was not a stream.. It was tidal to Voodmill and, since the war, as a
matter of policy, massive open spaces had been created along its banks.
The ward suggested by the conservatives, and which spanned the river,
was divided by these open spaces. The A33 also was a natural barrier.
It divided a community, but was now crossed only by a high footbridge,
which restricted access for many people. Lord's Hill was a natural ward.
The conservatives had said this when it was acquired. Only the north-east
remained to be developed. It was a single area and the walkway concept
had been applied throughout. In Bassett, the community was around Bassett
Green. The advantage of the labour party proposals was that the ?Flower
Roads1 estate would be re-united instead of being divided by the arbitrary
boundary of former councils.
On the size of the council, 72 was too large. The happiest number
was 48-5'I • He had represented 4 different wards, and it was council estates
that provided the greatest problems for councillors. There was a unique
arrangement within the council. To prevent committees being too large,
there was an agreement that no councillor would sit on more than 2 committees.
It gave all the councillors an opportunity to be on a committee. He agreed
that this could be interpreted as an indication that the present council of
51 was too large.
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8.

Mr. M. Gausden was a liberal. He lived in Portswood. He took

issue with Mr. Bates and Mr. Reynard. The boundaries between the proposed
Swaythling and Town wards were neither natural nor were they major roads.
The proposed boundary along Highfield Lane and Westridge Road cut throu^i
the middle of Portswood, which was a thriving community. The boundary
should remain along Dukes Road, and it could then either follow the rest
of the existing boundary or go along Lodge Road.

9.

Mr. A. Whitehead was an elector from Bitterne Park ward. He

considered the River Itchen was a formidable boundary even in the north.
He said the conservatives* proposals split the existing Bitterne Park
ward into 3 parts, which was not logical. There was only 1 connecting road
across the proposed ward. All areas could not be preserved, and he preferred
to see natural "boundaries used.

10.

Hr. W.R.K. Pollings lived in Bassett. He had known the area for a

long time and he had a 1912 street map of Southampton which showed the
borough boundaries upto 1920. The boundary then went along what was now
Burgess Road and along Wood ml 11 Lane. In 1920 Bassett and Swaythling had
been brought within the borough, as it then was, and they had remained
together in a single ward to 1953/4* Stoneham Lane provided a better boundary
between the areas as the railway truncated the Swaythling community. Similarly
the A33 should not be a boundary. Bassett extended on both sides of it, and
one could readily see that from road names. He lived close to Bassett Avenue,
which was the A33- This road was in the middle of Bassett, not on its edge.
The proposals would put his side of Bassett Avenue into Shirley ward. He agreed
that crossing the road could be hazardous but people were always crossing it.
They had to cross it either when going to or coming back from town. They even
had to cross it to vote. The pattern of the old parish boundaries also joined
the west side of Bassett Avenue with the east. Bassett should not be divided
by the A33 nor Swaythling by the railway.
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Mr. J.H. Morris was conservative agent for the Itchen area.

He was not going into detail in the way Mr. Reynard had. If he had
been presenting an 18 ward scheme he would have done, but he interpreted the recent letters as an instruction that there should be 15
wards, and there had not been time to prepare a 15 ward scheme. It
was something that should not be done in a hurry. The matter should
be referred back to the city's local government officers to prepare a
15 ward scheme, for they knew the areas better than anyone. He left
the detailed criticism of the 16 ward scheme to Mr. Samuels, but it
was clear that the labour party had ignored natural boundaries to achieve
good figures. An example was the boundary between their Harefield and
Thornhill wards. Not a single conservative councillor had voted for the
labour scheme. The conservatives now preferred a 15 ward scheme.

12.

Mr. J. Hill was the former parliamentary member for Southampton

Test. He had also represented Banister ward. The present proposals were
political. They had been taken out of the hands of the council officers
and they gave an advantage to a political party. He wanted time to put
forward a 15 ward scheme. If 51 councillors could deal adequately with all
the council business, so would 45. There was less work now that local
government in Southampton was at district level.
He thought Lord's Hill was the lynch pin of the argument. An
electorate of 10,000 plus was projected, but in the present economic
climate that was far in the future.

13-

Mrs. M. Crane was a conservative councillor for Harefield ward

but she wanted to talk about Goxford. Winchester Road was the natural
boundary in that area, and it was nonsense to take a part of Shirley and
put it in Coxford. It was also nonsense to take from Coxford the area to the
&outh-east of Lord's Hill.

14.

Mr. M.S. Crewe was a County Council officer. The County Council
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had considered the position twice. The county realised that it must
offer assistance rather than adopt a policy of not interfering "between
districts and the Local Government Boundary Commission. The county
had said it would have 97 councillors and that there would be no
significant alterations in the existing patterns. At its most recent
meeting, which was on 23rd June 1975» the Policy and Resources Committee
had added that it would take into consideration changes in the pattern
of the electorates in the county districts. The county view was that
the projected figures they had been given would be realised, but he was
in no position to agree or disagree with the additional electorate
mentioned today by Mr. Burns. However no decision had yet been taken on
the precise number of seats for any single district.

15.

Mr. E.J. Bradbury said that I had heard the professionals

but they had missed the human point. Mr. Reynard had glossed over the
existence of the communities of Bassett, Shirley and Portswood. It was
retrograde to go back to 15 wards. The city was growing, and so should
have more wards. An 18 ward scheme was forward looking. He was not a
councillor but had been leader of the liberal party for 20 years. He
thought that in 3 years time they would say 15 wards were not enough.

16.

Mr. S.E. Petley was president of the Portswood Conservative

Association. He said there had not been time to prepare a 15 ward scheme,
for the documents had come too late. Mr. Reynard had not mentioned the
break up of the Portswood ward. He himself had lived for 40 years in the
Portswood and Highfield area and Mr. Reynard had not lived there at all.
The area contained 3 very strong political associations and was a
conservative stronghold. Mr. Reynard wanted to break it up. He described
the Portswood area as being bounded by The Avenue on the west, Burgess
Road on the north, Kitchener Road and Portswood Road on the east, and
extending south to include Westwood Road, Gordon Avenue, Dukes Road, Lawn
Road and Osborne Road.

17.

Mr. G.B. Ashcroft was a staunch conservative. He said too much

effort had been put into statistics and population projections. An
average citizen like himself was confused "by too much change. What little
social fabric and community spirit that was left could be too easily
destroyed. It should be preserved.

18.

Mr. A, Rees was a labour councillor. The conservatives had

failed to submit any plans of their own in the council and as the minority
party they had gone along with his party. They could have blocked the
present proposals. They had not now even put forward a detailed criticism
of the 16 ward scheme. It would have helped to have had a scheme from them.
He agreed that people developed an affection for their ward boundaries, but
keeping them meant that existing wards often included other areas. This
occurred in Portswood ward, which included Highfield.

19.

Mr. Gabb spoke a second time. He lived in Portswood. The local

residents association met in Highfield. It was an all party organisation
and its members had unanimously agreed that Portswood should keep its
identity.

20.

Mr. M,A, Eden represented the Bitterne Parochial Church Council.

It was not a political organisation. Bitterne was a thriving community, and
it was being ignored by the changes. Most of Bitterne would be in the
proposed Harefield ward, and most of Harefield would be in Thornhill ward.
Bitterne had a main shopping area, schools and churches. It oould attract
thousands to an historical pageant. The proposed Thornhill ward should be
extended to include both Chessel Avenue and Deacon Road. He did not know
how large this would make the ward. He had no access to figures.

21.

Mr. Rees said that the name Harefield had been chosen to avoid

confusion with Bitterne Park.

22.

Mrs. S.J. Tearle was conservative agent for Southampton Test.

She said her party would prefer a redrafting of "boundaries on the "basis
of 15 wards. The labour partyrs 16 ward scheme produced equal representation "but it ignored the human element, it failed to preserve existing
loyalties and it produced long "badly shaped wards. She did not think
Lord's Hill was ready yet to form a community. The people there looked
towards Coxford, For 12 months now in Lord's Hill she had been trying to
form a community organisation for the area.

23.

Mr, W.A. Roach was chairman of Freemantle Residents Association.

He had been born in Southampton. He wanted to abandon the statutory
guidelines. He said that 5000 or so electors for each councillor should
not be imposed everywhere. Some areas needed no representation. Other
areas needed many councillors. In Freemantle itself there were at present
4600 electors. If the area had to be enlarged it could be extended west to
Waterhouse Lane, That area also was part of Freemantle. The docks should
not be in Freemantle, for there was not even an access to the docks from
the ward. Two other general considerations were that the ward boundaries
must be settled with constituency boundaries in mind, or there would soon
be another argument about them. Also there was no point forming a ward
around the university and its "buildings, for the university staff did not
in fact live immediately around the university buildings but they travelled
in to work from all over the city.

24.

Mr. P. Clayton lived on Bassett Avenue. He said the centre of

Bassett was St. Michael's Church on Baasett Avenue, yet the houses on the
other side of the road from it were being put into Shirley. It was confusing
and unjustifiable and the proposed boundary split the community completely.

25.

Mr. Bates summed up the labour party case. He said not everyone could

be satisfied and the answer was to follow the rules. The first rule concerned
the ratio of councillors to electors and his party had given this rule
considerable weight. It was not possible just to amend the existing ward

pattern. The existing Banister and St. Denys and Bitterne Park wards
both required 4000 more electors. This could not be achieved just by
simple alterations. He considered compatability was very important,
and his party did not want to work to a system which had different
electoral areas at differing levels. They should be the same if at
all possible. However it was a very brave person who could say 15 was
the number for Southampton. There should be equality of rural and
urban representation, and although the Commission was correct to draw
attention to the figures, the situation was not as clear cut as the
county suggested. The objection to their Lord's Hill ward was not
justified. On names of wards, they had no objection if the conservatives'
names were chosen instead of theirs.

26.

Mr. Samuels summed up the conservatives1 case. He produced

a map on which were coloured the various community areas, and over
it were shown the labour party's wards. Bargate was divided into 2,
and so was St. Lukes, Shirley, Banister, Redbridge and Portswood had
all been divided into 3 parts. Coxford was split in 2. Bitterne was
divided amongst 4 wards. It was the feeling of electors that deserved
weight and not so much weight should be given to arithmetical accuracy.
The names of the areas indicated a community within that area. Each
community had its own centre of gravity, which should be in the centre of
the ward. The fringes could be adjusted. Council estates, or estates built
in a certain period of time did not for that reason alone form a community.
Some roads formed good boundaries. Tebourba Way was such a road.
It was a fast dual carriageway and should be used if it could be. Bassett
Avenue was not. It was crossed all the time. On its west side there was
no access to the roads at all other than from Bassett Avenue. The community
was largely a car based community whose members used the AJJ. The opening
of the motorway around, but outside, the city would relieve both the AJ3
and Tebourba Way of traffic. Roads such as the AJ3 panning through a
community were an undesirable accident of history. Similar kinds of roads
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ran through other communities. Sometimes they were shopping centres
as well. They were not always "barriers.
The university had been mentioned. It was not a residential
community. There were some halls of residence, but both employees of
the university and its students lived all around the city.
He supported Mr. Hill's suggestion that I should be very
careful about projected growth. There was difficulty in selling and
finding occupiers at present for the houses in Lord's Hill. On the
public side, there could be cuts in public expenditure for house building,
and the City Council in any event was committed to building and paying
for an expensive bridge across the River Itchen.
He was prepared to accept the River Itchen as a boundary for its
full length on the east side of the city if the east bank could be
satisfactorily re-warded. Bitterne was the largest ward and it should be
retained as far as possible.
In Hampshire, there were 6 growth areas. Nearly all the growth
was outside Southampton. The city!s population might increase but its
share of the county population would decline. If the city were to have
15 wards, the only choice was to come back to the city officers and ask
them for a plan. If it were to have 16, then there should be specific
proposals from both parties, and the conservatives should have time to
produce a plan. Enigmatically he said I could find in favour neither of
15 nor 16 wards.

27.

Mr. Reynolds said the wards must be chosen on the statutory

criteria. There should be no confusion about what they were. The roads
of the draft proposals were all easily identifiable boundaries. He
accepted that in the past growth predictions had gone astray, but we
must do the best with the predictions we were given. Mr. Hill had said
that since re-organisation the work of the councillor was falling off.
There was still a heavy work load of meetings. The suggestion of 4&
councillors should be accepted.
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28.

SUGGESTED ADJOURNMENT

. At a fairly advanced stage of the meeting I suggested that
there could be an adjournment to enable the labour party or the City
Council officers to prepare a 15 ward scheme and the conservatives to
prepare either a 16 ward scheme or both a 15 and a 16 ward scheme.
Both ideas had been put forward. In view of the amount of consultation
that would be necessary down to ward level, the conservatives clearly
would have required until after the summer vacation period to prepare
and agree proper schemes. The conservatives wholly supported the suggestion.
Neither the labour party representatives nor Mr. Reynolds would agree to an
adjournment. Curiously the reason for the labour party's refusal was not
that an adjournment would inevitably make my report and thus the Commission's
decision arrive too late to enable alterations to be implemented in time
for the 1976 elections, which is a reason I would readily have understood,
but they said that it would be conceding the point that the city might have
other than 16 seats on the County Council, and that was a point which they
would not concede. Their reasoning may smack more of political in-fighting
than anything else. However there were other stronger reasons for not
adjourning and,,in all the circumstances, I considered it was preferable
to continue with and conclude the meeting on 26th June. I had gathered a
great deal of information, many people had by then given up a day to let
me know their views, and since the next City Council elections after 1976
would be in 1978, which could result in a delay of about 3 years before
a new ward pattern actually became effective if the new scheme was not
ready for 1976, I did not adjourn.

29.

VIEW
On 27th June I was accompanied by Mr. J. Hilary of the City

Secretary and Solicitor's office on an extensive view of the City. I saw the
Shirley and Preemantle areas. I spent some time going round the Lord's Hill
estates and I went round the parts of Bassett (or Bassett and Shirley) on
either side of Bassett Avenue. I went to the centre of Portswood and to the

university area. I looked at the River Itchen throughout its length,
and particularly above Woodmill. I saw all the eastern wards, including
Bit t erne.
I returned to the city on 24th July 1975 on my own for a further
view. On this occasion I visited Coxford and Shirley. I also saw several
places where it appeared there could be particular difficulty in finding
a satisfactory boundary line. Any particular impressions I received are
set out in my appraisal and conclusions.

30.

jjWl'HKH DEFORMATION

As well as the views I heard expressed at the meeting and which
I have summarised in this report, I had received copies of 24 letters
which had been sent to the Commission before the meeting, and I had read
those. I received a further letter at the meeting from the Rev. M. Perry,
the vicar of Bitterne. After the meeting, and in order to be able to give
proper consideration to ward boundaries and electorates I asked the
Research Section of the City Planning Department on 2 separate occasions
to supply me with electoral figures for various areas of the city. This
they did. Although the figures are marked 1974-78 I confirmed with the
department issuing them that they were in fact calculated on a 1974/79
basis, two columns of figures being given for 1979 to accord with the two
estimates put before the meeting, and that they were therefore exactly
comparable with the 1979 ward figures I had already been given. This was
confirmed by the fact that the totals for both sets of figures corresponded,

31.

DOCUMENTS

I received a substantial number of maps, plans and documents,
which I have listed in a schedule. To identify them I have marked them
with a prefix, according to their source, and a number. The prefixes are
•L1 for labour, 'C1 for conservative, 'S1 (Southampton) for the City
Secretary or Planning Department and 'M1 for miscellaneous, and I so refer
to them hereafter.

APPRAISAL AND CONCLUSIONS

32.

General Issues.

The labour party scheme, which had been adopted

as the Commission's proposals, was criticised on two counts. It faced a
concerted attack from those who complained about the way it dealt with the
Bassett, Portswood and Shirley areas of the city, and to a lesser extent
with the Swaythling and Bitterne areas. It faced what was interpreted as
criticism in that it put forward, and its proposers stuck to, a 16 ward
scheme when the most recent indications had been that a 15 ward scheme
would be necessary if there were to be compatability with future county
electoral divisions.
At present Southampton has 16 county seats and when the city
was asked in June 1974 to prepare a scheme there was no strong reason
to think that this would alter. Accordingly a 16 ward scheme was produced.
The critics of this scheme said that it divided the existing communities
of Bassett, Portswood and Shirley, which were also conservative strongholds,
and although the meeting was conducted in an atmosphere which remained
throughout at a level of politeness which altogether excluded the use of
a word such as 'gerrymandering*, some speakers did suggest that the
alterations were politically motivated for gain by the labour party. The
labour party speakers at the meeting did not explain precisely how the
scheme had been worked out, but as I understood the evidence of Mr. Reynard
and Mr. Bates it seemed to me that the primary objectives had been to place
the whole of the Lord's Hill development in a single ward leaving sufficient
capacity for future expansion, and to use the A?3f where it is known as Baseett
Avenue, as a boundary in order to place the university buildings and its
associated hostels substantially in one ward. Once these two objectives had
been obtained, much of the rest of their scheme followed. In particular the
Bassett, Portswood and Shirley areas were liable to suffer division if
the working party adopted Mr. Reynolds understanding of Section 3(?)(b) of
Schedule 11 of the Local Government Act, 1972, which was that the rule as to
local ties really only applied to ties in rural areas and that there were no
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communities in the central urban areas of Southampton which came
within the ambit of the rule. However whether this was an understanding which was adopted "by the working party or merely a later
justification for what they had already decided, I do not know. What
it does mean however is that it is clear the labour party scheme
paid no heed to the communities, if any, which existed in the older
urban areas.
A number of speakers also criticised the 16 ward scheme onthe basis that the Commission's letter of May 1975 was a- clear
indication that Southampton would only have 15 county seats in the
future review, and that the principle of compatability dictated that
there should be 15 and not 16 wards. The labour party accepted that there
should be compatability, but put up a spirited case for 16 wards on the
basis that the earlier figures and assumptions were inaccurate and the
city would in fact be entitled on electoral figures to 16 county seats.
Both these issues must be examined in detail. At the outset
I must say however that I consider that both criticisms are justified.
I think that existing communities have been divided and that the .serious
loss in community terms caused by this is not offset by worthwhile gains
in any other direction. I also think that, on the information available
at present, the realistic forecast is that Southampton will have 15 and
not 16 seats at county level in the future. These conclusions can however
only lead to the rejection of the labour party's scheme if compatability
is a sufficiently important end to justify such rejection and if, in the
absence of any ready made 15 ward scheme or any alternative 16 ward scheme,
another more satisfactory scheme can be worked out to replace the labour
party's scheme.

.33.

Divided Communities.

The communities which the labour party

were accused of dividing were Bassett, Portswood, Shirley and, to a lesser
extent Swaythling and Bitterne. As a corollary of this criticism, the
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wards which included parts only of these communities were said to be
misshapen conglomerate wards with no real centres to them.
I think the criticism is perhaps highlighted by the proposed
Bassett ward. The existing Bassett ward includes the housing on both
sides of Bassett Avenue. On the west the boundary is provided by the
civic golf course and sports centre and on the east by Lobelia Road in
the 'Flower Roads' estate. The proposal is to extend the eastern boundary
towards Swaythling and its railway line and to make Bassett Avenue, which
is certainly a busy major road, the western boundary. South of Burgess
Road a large proportion of the university area is added. One effect of
this is that all the people who live west of Bassett Avenue are placed
into a ward which then extends south towards Shirley. Not only is it said
by the critics of this scheme that all these people live in what is generally
thought of as Bassett and that they should not be detached from the Bassett
ward, but it is pointed out that their only way to and from the roads in
which they live is by way of Bassett Avenue, and that it does not make
electoral sense to combine an isolated area which only has access to the
main road, and only has connections with the people and institutions on
the other side of that main road, with an entirely separate area some
distance to the south. I consider that that is a valid criticism. It is
an example, in my view, of a situation where a major road does not provide
the best boundary. Moreover I was far from convinced that the formation
of a ward centred on the university justified the division of the existing
Bassett ward. A ward centred on a university is only meaningful if the
electorate connected with the university as well as the buildings are in
the ward. In this instance there was conflict as to whether university
employees and students lived in the area surrounding the university. As a
matter of common sense I would have thought it unusual to have found the
employees generally living clustered around their university buildings, but
whether this does happen in Southampton I do not know. Better indications

can be obtained of where the students live. There are some large
hostels north of Burgess Road, and they of course would be in the
proposed Bassett ward. But there are other hostels to the east
around Wessex Lane, which are in the proposed Swaythling ward, and
further if one looks at Mr. Burns1 document giving details of
suggested institutional development (page 5 of S1), the largest
student hostel development, easily outnumbering all the other student
institutional developments put together, is in the proposed Swaythling
ward and not in Bassett ward. In all the circumstances I do not think
a case was made out for a ward centred on the university. On what I
heard I consider it is preferable if possible to preserve the existing
Bassett ward, or as much of it as can be preserved, rather than divide
it for the sake of creating a ward centred on the university buildings
and some of the university hostels.
The divisions of communities proposed in Portswood and Shirley
are not readily demonstrated on a map. However Portswood and Shirley are
existing wards, they have identifiable shopping centres which are busy
and distinct from the city centre shopping areas, they have a number of
associations of a political and residential character and, from what was
said at the meeting, a large number of people consider they are communities
which should be preserved. Indeed, when being driven around the city I
could not but help observe the numerous signposts and traffic direction
signs pointing to them, which is perhaps another indication that in people's
minds in any event they form real and identifiable areas of the city. More
than one person who spoke mentioned the community associations which now
exist, or which it is hoped will soon exist, in the new areas to the west
of the city consisting substantially of council housing, and people were
clearly proud that such associations do exist. However similar associations
in the older central areas were doubtless originally created with just as
much dedication and pride, and since such associations are so often
concerned with local government affairs, any scheme which has the effect of

dividing the communities that a number of them represent should, I
consider, be avoided if possible. Further in my view it is not correct
when fixing boundaries in and around urban areas, such as Bassett,
Portswood and Shirley, to ignore the statutory rule that regard
should "be had to local ties which would be broken. The speakers I
heard and the letters I read to my mind made a convincing case that
local ties were being broken by the boundaries proposed by the labour
party in these areas.

34.

Fifteen or Sixteen Wards.

This particular question involves

2 entirely separate issues. The first is whether there should be
compatability, that is to say a scheme of city wards which could be
readily used, without any alteration of boundaries, for county elections.
There is no statutory requirement that there should be compatability
nor even a direction that it is desirable. The Commission do however
encourage councils at both levels to co-operate, and in their letter
initiating this review the advantage of forming wards so that county
electoral divisions would contain whole district wards was mentioned. At
the meeting this point was not contested at all. Speaker after speaker
who dealt with this issue emphasised or accepted that there should be
compatability. Thus Mr. Reynolds said it was 'very important1. Mr. Samuels
was in favour of it and he said the conservatives wanted it. Mr. Bates
wanted it 'if at all possible* and in his concluding remarks said it was
'very important1. No one spoke against it or invited me to ignore it.
All those conservatives who in effect abandoned their 18 ward scheme and
suggested that the council officers should prepare a 15 ward scheme
also impliedly accepted that there should be compatability.
The first indication that the city appears to have received that
it would have 15 and not 16 seats at county level was in the Commission's
letter of May, 1975- The Commission, upon receipt of forecast electorates
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for 1979 for the whole county, pointed out that on 1974 figures the
city was marginally over-represented with 16 seats, and on the basis that
the County Council retained its present size of 97 members, it would
on 1979 figures "be entitled to no more than 15 seats.
The county's Policy and Resources Committee met on 23rd June
1975» which was only 3 days before the meeting I held. It then reaffirmed its recommendation of September 1974» which had been accepted
by the County Council, that at the review of county electoral arrangements,
there would be no change in the number of councillors, and that there
would be no significant alterations in the present pattern of electoral
divisions between urban and rural areas. The Committee added that within
that overall policy it would take into consideration any changes in the
pattern of the electorate in the county districts.
At the meeting which I held, the labour party made a determined
case for 16 wards on the basis that they would retain 16 County Council
seats. They did this both by producing detailed figures which indicated
that the original estimated 1979 electorate for the city was too low and by
suggesting that the County Council was, in fact, likely to increase from
97 members to its suggested maximum size of 100. Because of their
implications, these suggestions must be examined in detail.
The precise figures for 1974 and 1975 are known. They

appear

in the appendix to the report of 23rd June 1975 by the Deputy County
Secretary addressed to the county Policy and Resources Committee (Ml).
In 1974> the county electorate was 962,825. The city's electorate was
156,588, giving it an entitlement in a council of 97 members of 15-45By

1975» the county electorate had become 998,016, the city's electorate

was 158»019 and its entitlement had been reduced to 15-36.
For 1979 there are 5 different sets of figures. The figure
produced by the city officers and upon which the city and everyone in it
had been working upto.the date of the meeting was 165,419. The comparable
county figure was 1,094,096 and the entitlement, on the basis of 97 seats,

was 14.67. However the county officers had made their own estimates
for the county and throughout the county these were invariably lower
than the district estimates. On these estimates, the county electorate
would be 1,056,320, the city's electorate would be 165,000 and its
entitlement would be 15.15- The third set of figures came from Mr. Burns
at the meeting. By re-assessing the effect of new private and
institutional development and of the clearance of existing houses,
he suggested that there would be an extra 6800 people in the city by
1979; see S1. Using the suggested factor of 70%, this gave an increased
electorate of 4760. If this were added to the city's estimate of 165,419,
the electorate became 170,179. The argument which was then put forward
by Mr. Bates was that this increased the city's entitlement to 15-1 1 >
and should the county decide on a 100 member council, it would be 15-50.
My arithmetic does not ojuite agree with these two figures. If one assumes
that the additional electors will all appear from districts within
Hampshire, thus assuming that the 4760 will create no increase in the
county total, I make the figures 15-09 and 15-55. If» to find the other
limit, one assumes at the other extreme that all the additional electors
will come from outside Hampshire so that the county total is also
increased by 4760, I make the figures 15-02 and 15-49Mr, Bates' refinement of this argument was that if one took the
revised county estimate of 1,056,320 and the revised city estimate of
165,000, which were the figures produced by the County Council, the
addition of 4760 electors would increase the entitlement to 15.52 on a
97 member basis. Arithmetically I agree with this figure and would only
observe that it is based on the assumption that the whole increase will
come from districts outside Hampshire, so that the county total will
also increase by 4?60.
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This was the highest Mr. Bates1 put his case. He said that
entitlements of 15-50 or 15.52 showed that the city should have 16
seats. No doubt by making assumptions that were more favourable to
his party, the calculated entitlement figure could have been pushed
even closer to 1.6. To take the extreme case, for which Mr. Bates did
not in fact contend, if one makes the following assumptions, all of
which I think are as extreme as possible in favour of a high entitlement, although perhaps not all logically compatible, that (i) there
will be 4760 extra electors in the city over and above the city's
estimated figure of 165,419* (ii) that the county electorate will be
at the revised estimate level of 1,056,320, (iii) that all the city's
additional 4760 electors will come from other districts within
Hampshire, thereby not increasing the county total, and (iv) that the
council will have 100 members, then the entitlement figure becomes as
high as 16.11.
The difference between an entitlement of 14-67 and 15-52, which
are the figures suggested and dealt with by Mr. Bates, is considerable*
Is this no more than a demonstration of the claim that is sometimes made
that almost anything can be demonstrated with figures, or do the entitlements depend substantially upon the achievement of Mr. Burns1 new
forecasts? The initial difficulty in examining the figures is that there
are 3 sets of variables. There are variations in the county electoral
figures, in the number of electoral divisionsit is suggested the county
will have, and in the city!s own growth forecasts.
In assessing these entitlement figures I consider a standpoint
can and should be taken on the first and second of these variables. I
think the only tenable standpoint on the county electoral figures is to
work on the county's revised electorate for 1979» published as an appendix
to the report to the Policy and Resources Committee of 2?rd June 1975? of
1>056,320. It is called a 'best estimate1 by the Deputy County Secretary

whereas the figure of 1,094f096 which it supersedes is "based on
figures prepared at district level which had apparently not been
examined and revised at county level. Secondly I have assumed a
County Council of 97 members. Although it is fairly common experience
that targets set for the size of an elected council or parliament can
be exceeded, in this instance it is not only the declared and reaffirmed
policy of the county to retain 97 seats but the Commission has
declared that the mam'mum size of a county council should, save in an
exceptional case, be 100 members (para. 30 of Report No. 6), The
adoption of 100 seats as a possibility for Hampshire, which is one
basis upon which the labour party's calculations are made, would
place Hampshire on this main mum figure, although it is not the largest
county.
Before looking at Mr. Burns' figures in detail, there are two
preliminary observations to make. First, it was suggested by Mr. Bates
that the effect of using Mr. Burns1 figures was to update to 1979 the
1973-78 estimates that had been used in the draft proposals (p.4 of L1).
This may be so, but there was really no direct evidence that it was. The
Commission in their letter of 3rd June 1974 *&& asked the city for changes
of electorate within the following 5 years, and all the tables with which
I was supplied both through the Commission and by city officers gave
figures for 1974 and 1979- The second point is that an examination of
the details of Mr. Burns' forecast shows the note 'conjectural* or
1

being discussed' against a number of the major housing proposals. I

do not know how certain a 'forecast' has to be before it can become the
basis for an official estimate of future population, but the fact that a
proposal has only reached the stage of being discussed or is subject to
the comment 'conjectural' gives no great confidence in its realisation.
Although these particular comments appear against only 8 out of the 22
major housing proposals, an inspection of the figures shows that over
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of the suggested increase of 1197 dwellings is subject to these
particular comments.
I think it helps considerably to look at the increase
suggested in Mr. Burns1 documents in the light of the overall estimated
increase. Between 1974 and 1975 the actual electoral increase throughout the city was 1431: see M1. However during this period the electorate
of the Lord's Hill estate alone increased "by 1629: see S2, which is
Mr. Burns1 document on the Lord's Hill development; or, according to
Mr. Bates, by 1512. Thus for the rest of the city on either figure,
there appears to have been a slight decrease during the year. In the
city's initial set of future estimates, the increase of electorate from
1974 to 1979 is 8830 of which 6420 is attributed to Lord's Hill (see M3).
This leaves 2410 for the rest of the city in a 5 year period. Mr. Burns1
latest figures in .31 suggest that the total electoral increase has been
under-estimated by 4760 (i.e. 70^ of the population increase of 6800 shown
on p.3 of S1), This increase is divided between Lord's Hill and the
remainder of the city in the ratio 500 to 6300 (the respective population
figures from S1). In electoral terms this would result in 350 more
electors in Lord's Hill and 4410 elsewhere in the city.. Thus on the eve
of the inquiry new figures were produced suggesting that the 5 year
electoral forecast for all those parts of the city other than the Lord's
Hill area had increased by 4410 from 2410 to 6820, which is itself an
increase of 182%. Events so far have shown that in the first year of this
period there has been a decrease of electorate rather than an improved
rate of increase.
In setting out his calculations Mr. Burns has, in the document
itself, prefaced it with the caution that in compiling the figures no
allowance has been made for the possibility that the increases shown may
in part "be offset by decreases elsewhere in the city. If one looks at the
proposals for institutional developments it seems to me common sense that

- 29 the building of a new students hostel, of a staff hostel for
nurses, or of an old people's home is not likely to result in an
overall increase of people in the city without evidence also of an
increase in the size of the university, or of an increase in the
number of hospitals or of hospital beds, or of a county policy to
bring old people into homes in the city from places elsewhere in
the county. What it seems to me is probably happening in the case
of this institutional development is that more convenient accomodation is being provided for people who are already living, or who
would in any event by then be living, in the city. This view seems to
be reinforced by the fact that, as Mr. Burns points out in S1y the
figures for institutional developments were entirely excluded from
the previous estimates. That surely could not have been an accidental
omission. Mr. Burns1 figures show that over 2000, or nearly 30%, of
the extra people who it is said will be in the city by 1979 fall into
this category. Mr. Burns was of course aware of this and he quite
correctly expressly drew the reader's attention to the qualifications to
which his figures are subject. Nonetheless there must be very considerable
doubt as to the extent to which the figure of 4760 will ever be realised.
There is more than one way in which the figure of 47&0 might
be modified to take account of these qualifications, but to take a simple
way, if the 4760 is first reduced by 30% because the institutional
development represents a movement of people within rather than into the
city, and if that part.of the increase attributable to new dwellings is
reduced by 45% because dwellings which are only under discussion or
conjectural are not sufficiently firm to merit inclusion in a 1979
population estimate, then the suggested additional electoral increase is
reduced to 2280, which is less than half of the starting figure.
I think that the only safe conclusion to draw is that any
figure of the order of 47^0 is unreliable. I do not propose to try to
calculate an alternative figure for I have no information on which to work,

- 30 Indeed I think it remains doubtful whether there will be any additional
increase at all. In June the county staff published their revised figures
which indicated that the increase would fall from 8830 (the figure in M3)
to 8412 (the figure in M1) in the 5 year period, which is a loss of 418
over the previous figure rather than an increase of 4760. However what is
clear is that if a figure of 2500 is substituted for 4760 in Mr. Bates1
entitlement calculations, the highest entitlement figure one obtains is
15.35j which of course would give the city 15 and not 16 seats. To look
at it another way, Mr. Bates1 highest entitlement figure, which was 15*51?
and which he based on an increase of 4760 electors above the revised
estimate for the city of-165,000, calculated on a 97 member basis, falls
below the important 15-5 level if the 4760 is reduced by just 246 electors
to 4514 and 'it reaches the 15.49 level when reduced by 376 to 4384Accordingly it seems that Mr. Bates' figures do depend entirely on the
achievement of Mr. Burns' forecasts. As I have indicated, I consider Mr. Bates
produced a spirited but nonetheless unsuccessful argument to show that
the city should be entitled to 16 county seats on 1979 figures.
Nor, looking at district entitlements elsewhere in the county,
does it seem that there is any likelihood of Southampton receiving more seats
than its strict entitlement. On 1975 figures Basingstoke, Eastleigh, Fareham,
Havant and Rushmoor all have some claim to an extra seat on the basis that
their entitlement shows them to be under represented, and only Winchester,
Portsmouth and Southampton are significantly over represented (see M1). The
only change by 1979» on the basis of the county estimates, is that Basingstoke
may have a claim to 2 extra seats rather than one. Moreover it is largely
the urban areas in the county which are under represented on the present
allocation of seats so Southampton can draw no comfort from the declared
county policy that they will make no significant alteration in the pattern of
divisions as between urban and rural areas of the county.

I consider that this entitlement to 15 seats at county level
should "be reflected in 15 wards at district level. In any county, of
course, there may be districts in which it will be impossible to achieve
compatability. However where compatability can be achieved I think it
should be, and I was impressed by the fact that all those at the meeting
who were directly concerned with local government thought compatability
was an important consideration. Indeed not a word was said against it.
One effect of having 15 wards would be that the City Council
would have 45 members instead of the 48 suggested or the 51 it has at
present. It was suggested that 48 was the correct number of councillors
for the city. On the other hand it seemed that a council of 51 had been
found to be significantly too large, for an agreement to limit the
number of committees upon which each councillor could sit had had to be
operated in order both to form committees of a manageable size and to
give all the councillors a chance of committee work. Conservatives with
experience of service on the council spoke at the meeting and they had
been in favour of a 15 ward pattern, which necessarily meant 45 councillors,
In the cire-urnstances I do not consider that the fact that the council
would only have 45 members is a fatal objection to a 15 ward scheme.

35.

A Fifteen Ward Scheme,

The objections that I have discussed

to the proposed 16 ward scheme can of course only lead to its rejection
if a satisfactory 15 ward scheme can be found. The conservatives at the
meeting either wanted time to prepare their own 15 ward scheme or wanted
the local government officers to prepare one. Either course would have
involved delay and an adjournment of the meeting. Moreover I considered
that I had collected sufficient detailed information about the city to be
able to attempt to formulate a 15 ward scheme were it to be necessary. I
have now had the opportunity of preparing and examining such a scheme and
I consider that I have been able to formulate a satisfactory 15 ward scheme
for the city.
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36.

The River Itchen.

The River Itchen is an obvious natural

boundary running generally north-south through the city. It is proposed
as a boundary throughout its length in the labour party scheme although
the northern part of the river, where it is considerably narrower than
it is in the south, is not used as a boundary at present. Furthermore
it is crossed in the conservatives1 18 ward scheme.
The use of the river as a boundary throughout its length
raises several considerations. The first and most obvious one is the
question of the entitlement of the electorates on either side of the
river on a 15 ward basis. Using the city's 1974-79 figures, for they
are the ones on which I have been given details both for wards and for
a number of smaller areas, the city's 1974 electorate of 156,589 gives
an average ward electorate of 10,439 and an average councillor electorate
of 3480. On 1979 figures and using the initial city estimate of 165,419,
the corresponding average electorates are 11,028 and 3676.
Using these averages, the entitlements of those parts of the
city lying respectively east and west of the river are:Ward

1974
Electorate

Entitlement
(Cllr.Ent.in
brackets)

East or river

62,168

5.96 (17-86) -

West of river

94,421

9.05 (27.13)

Ward

1979
Electorate

Entitlement
(Cllr.Ent.in
brackets)

63,568

5.76 (17.29)

101,851

9.24 (27.71)

This shows that on 1974 figures the river would provide a satisfactory
boundary giving a 6 - 9 split between east and west, but that on 1979
figures because of the Lord's Hill increase, a 6 - 9 split would be less
satisfactory for it would result in a degree of over representation for
the east bank and of under representation for the west bank.
A second consideration is that if the northern part of the river
is used as a boundary, substantial problems are created in preserving
both Bassett and Portswood as distinct wards representing the Bassett
and Portswood communities. The problem derives from the size of Swaythling.

- 33 I was told that the Swaythling community lay not only between the
river and the railway line, "both of which are features which provide
acceptable boundaries, but also to the west of the railway as far as
Stoneham Lane. The electorate of the part lying between the river and
the railway (and in speaking of electorate I shall be referring to
1974 figures unless, such as when I come to discuss Lord's Hill, I
indicate otherwise) is 2342, which has a ward entitlement of only .22.
I do not have the figure, but it is clear that the electorate between
the railway and Stoneham Lane cannot be very great. It is only just
over 3000 more electors if one goes west from the railway as far as
Lobelia Road to include a large part of the TPlower Roads' estate.
Clearly on these figures Swaythling cannot be given a ward on its own.
If it is combined with the Bassett community to its west, taking the
ward as far as the civic golf course so as to include that part of the
Bassett community living west of Bassett Avenue, its electorate would
be 14,253 (areas 33* 34» 35 and 50 on 34), which has an entitlement of
1-37 (4.10). This is clearly too large for a 3 councillor ward. If the
ward is made smaller by cutting it off at Bassett Avenue, then one has
the vice that it divides the Bassett community. Similar considerations
arise if the ward is extended southwards towards Portswood, which is
the solution the labour party adopted for their Swaythling ward.
Satisfactory figures can be produced, but, subject to minor adjustments
that could be made, the southern ward boundary wovjd lie in the
vicinity of High-field La»ae and St. Denys Road, and this divides the
Porcswood community. On balance I think the best solution is to retain
•one existing scheme insofar as there Is a ward which crosses the river,
and to combine the larger pari; of Swayihiing lying east of the railway
line (area 33 on S3) with the Bitterne Park area east of the river.

- 34 This has the advantage that it preserves the Bassett and Portswood
communities. Also in the north I consider that the railway is as
acceptable a "boundary as the river. The railway is only crossed
twice, once at a narrow bridge, and above Woodmill Lane Bridge the
river becomes fairly narrow. Thirdly, it means that instead of there
being a degree of over representation of the east bank on 1979
figures, the electorates are adjusted to give fairer representation
throughout the 5 year period, especially bearing in mind that the
present Lord's Hill under representation should be allowed for in
the Lord's Hill area on the west bank and not in some other ward or
wards on the east bank. The figures become:

1974
Electorate

Ward
Entitlement
(Cllr.Ent.in
brackets)

1979
Electorate

Ward
Entitlement
(Cllr.Ent.in
brackets)

East of river
plus Swaythling

64,510

6.18 (18.54)

65,910

5-98 (17.93)

West of river
less Swaythling

92,079

8.82 (26.46)

99,509

9.02 (27.07)

The only other observation to make is that the Swaythling area
(area 33) is the area where Mr, Burns estimated that there would be an
additional 700 persons in a students hostel. If that figure is added to
the total 1979 electorate for the east of the river plus Swaythling and
deducted from the total for the west of the river, thus assuming that all
the students who will move into the hostel will come from other west bank
areas, and that they are all electors, then the 1979 entitlements become
6.04 and 8.96 respectively.

57*

East of the River itchen.

The only criticism made of the labour

party scheme for the east bank came from those who wanted to preserve
Bitterne so far as possible in one ward. On the other hand one councillor,
Mrs. Crane, who represents the existing Harefield ward, which is altered

- 35 by the labour party proposals, did not criticise the east bank
proposals at all but spoke about the Coxford, Shirley, Lord's Hill
area. The labour party scheme divides the east bank into 6 complete
wards. However that scheme cannot be adopted in its entirety if the
additional Swaythling area has to be included. Moreover there were
some disadvantages in the labour party scheme. Not only did it not
please those who said it interfered with Bitterne but there was
also clearly an unsatisfactory boundary between the proposed
Harefield and Bitterne Park wards, where that boundary approaches
the city boundary. Mr. Reynard (p.3 of his statement) indicated that
this boundary was dictated by numerical accuracy and was not a
natural boundary. The suggested boundary is not easy to find and
follows a footpath which at one point seems to lie across open ground
between blocks of flats. I think this boundary can be improved.
The wishes of those who wanted to preserve Bitterne are
more difficult to satisfy. The existing Bitterne ward has 4 councillors
and an electorate of 15,586, giving it an entitlement of 1.30 (3-90).
If it is to be preserved it clearly cannot be preserved without some
reduction, for it is too large to be a single ward. The labour party
scheme divided it between their Harefield and Townhill wards, with a
smaller and, as I understood it, less important part going into
Sholing ward. One person who spoke suggested in effect that the existing
Bitterne ward should even be enlarged by extending it into Peartree and
Bitterne Manor ward so as to include Chessel Avenue, whilst to the east
retaining Deacon Road, but he accepted he did not know what the effect
of that would be on electoral figures. At present the Bitterne area, which
lies around the junction of Bursledon Road and Bitterne Road, is joined
with the area lying to its east and called Thornhill. The vicar of Bitterne,
in a letter he sent to me, said that people who lived in the areas
described as both Thornhill and Harefield came to Bitterne and considered
themselves as residents of Bitterne. Clearly the whole Bitterne area cannot
be given a ward, for to do so would create an impossibly diffuse and
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misshapen ward lying around its northern, eastern and southern
boundaries. I think the beet that can be done is to preserve the
present connection between the centre of Bitterne and Thornhill,
and to reduce the existing ward by detaching the part lying north
of Bitterne Road and attaching it to Harefield. This is the
opposite of. the labour party scheme, which clearly caused some
concern in Bitterne, but it does so far as I think is possible
preserve the existing ward. To detach the northern part and jo±n
it to Harefield is to adopt what the conservatives suggested for
this particular area in their 18 ward scheme, although generally their
Bitterne ward leant towards Peartree and the west. This leaves Bitterne
ward bounded by Bursledon Road, the southern part of Deacon Road,
Spring Road, Peartree Avenue, Bitterne Road and Thornhill Park Road
(areas 42, 43» 44 and 53 on S3), giving it an electorate of 10,377 and
an entitlement of .994 (2.98). I consider this is a satisfactory ward
from the point of view of electorate and boundaries, and I think it will
satisfy the Bitterne objectors so far as they can be satisfied within
the constraints of a 3 councillor ward system.
For the remainder of the east bank, the wards can be the
proposed Woolston ward, which is satisfactorily bounded by the railway
line and the eastern part of Portsmouth Road, and Sholing Ward lying
south of the Bitterne ward I have suggested and bounded on the east by
Spring Road. I think this is a marginally better boundary than Middle
Road, which was proposed by the labour party, as the use of Middle Road
meant that the several cul-de-sacs leading from its eastern side would be
largely separated from the rest of Sholing ward. The larger electorate
available for a ward in a 15 ward scheme allows the boundary to be moved
west to Spring Road without doing violence to entitlement figures. The
electorates of these two wards are 10,410 and 10,927 respectively and
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their entitlements are .997 (2.99) and 1.047 (3.14).
The ward to the west of the suggested Bitterne ward will be
bounded by the River Itchen on its west and in the north by Cobden
Avenue, Midaribury Lane and Bitterne Road. This is the existing Peartree
and Bitterne Manor ward, save for the addition first of what was an
unsatisfactory peninsula of Sholing ward which used to project into the
ward in the area of Wodehouse Road, and the addition secondly of an area
lying immediately north of Bitterne Manor towards Cobden Bridge, which is
added to bring the electorate to 10,891. The effect of these additions is
to alter the wards entitlement from .82 (2,45)» which was too small, to
1.043 (3.13).
Harefield ward can be formed from the area lying north of Bitterne
Road and Thomhill Park Road, so that it will include both the area known as
Harefield, which the labour party proposals put in their Thornhill ward, as
well as the part of Bitterns I have mentioned. At its eastern edge a boundary
along Townhill Way, Vanguard Road, Witts Hill and Midanbury Lane is far
preferable to the boundary proposed by the labour party. Bitterne Park ward
is formed by the remainder of the east bank plus the part of Swaythling I
have already discussed. The electorates of these two wards are 10,9^2 and
10,943 respectively, giving entitlements of 1.05 (3.15) and 1.048 (3.14).

58.

The Bassett, Portswood and City Centre Areas.

The larger part

of the city lying to the west of the River Itchen is divided naturally in a
north-south direction first by the open ground of the civic golf course,
then by The Common which lies alongside Hill Lane, and in the south by the
continuation of Hill Lane to Central Station and the docks. The electorate
lying to the east of this line, excluding the electors in the part of
Swaythling which is joined with Bitterne Park, is 42,381 and the electorate
to its west is 49,698. The respective entitlements are 4.06 (12.18) and 4-76
(14-28). This means that the eastern part, consisting of Bassett, Portswood

and the city centre area, can be given 4 wards and the western part, in
which there should be some spare capacity for the Lord's Hill increase,
5 wards. Four satisfactory wards can be formed out of the eastern part.
If Bassett ward runs from the Swaythling railway line to the civic golf
course and lies north of Burgess Road, save to the north of The Common
where the boundary should run south of the few houses on the south side
of the road, it will not only contain the whole Bassett community in
the same ward but will reunite the 'Flower Roads' estate in one ward, which
was said at present to be divided by an artificial boundary line through it.
The electorate of this area (34> 35 and 50 on S3), less the houses in
Lordswood Close at its western extremity (L on S6) which more properly belong
to Lord's Hill and Coxford, is 11,819 giving it an entitlement of 1.13 (3-40).
This is slightly larger than the other wards but I think it is within
acceptable limits. Greater numerical accuracy could be achieved but only at
the expense of losing good boundaries and adopting a rather artificial
boundary through a residential area.
Portswood ward lies south of Burgess Road and if it extends to
Winn Road, Brookvale Road and Westridge Road it will have an electorate of
10,501 (areas 30, 31, 32 and 49 on S3) and will satisfy most of those who
complained that the Portswood area was being unnecessarily split into 3
parts. Those who placed the southern limit of Portswood in the vicinity of
Westwood Road, Gordon Avenue and Dukes Road will suffer some disappointment
for this ward does not include those roads. However it cannot include them
without both becoming too large itself and making the ward or wards lying
south of it too small. In any event the Winn Road, Brookvale Road line is
part of the existing southern boundary of Portswood ward, and neither
Westwood Road nor Gordon Avenue are in fact in the existing Portswood ward.
The entitlement of this ward is 1.006 (3.02).
The area lying south of this Portswood ward can be divided into
2 wards along the boundary formed by Archers Road, The Avenue, London Road,

- 39 Brunswick Place, Charlotte Place, St. Mary's Road, Oxford Avenue,
Derby Road and Mount Pleasant Road. On its east side this is the
"boundary that existed between the St. Luke's and St. Mary?s wards
until they were joined in 1972/3 during local government reorganisation,
whereas on its west I have chosen Archers Road instead of Milton Road.
Archers Road is a busier road

than Milton Road and, as well as providing

a marginally more suitable boundary, its choice helps equalise the
electorates. At the eastern end of this boundary, unless one goes either
north to Rockstone Lane or south to Northam Road, and the boundary has to
lie somewhere between these lines, there is no perfect boundary across the
area. In all the circumstances I think it is best to choose a line that
people will recognise as having been, at least until very recently, an
existing ward boundary. It is still identifiable on the ground although
a car park has been placed in the vicinity of where Charlotte Place is
marked on the map. Other lines could no doubt be found which give greater
mathematical accuracy, for in urban centres one can always add a street
here or a row of houses there to achieve eventually almost perfect
equality, but in this instance I consider it better to have a known
boundary through the area rather than perfect figures and a new boundary
which may confuse people. The figures using this boundary line are 10,335
for the northern ward and 9642 f°r the southern ward, giving entitlements
of .99 (2.97) and .92 (2.77).

39-

The West of the City.

This area, lying to the west of the civic

golf course, The Common and Hill Lane, is entitled to 5 wards. It contains
the Lord's Hill development, about which a great deal was said at the meeting.
Its other outstanding feature is that it is intersected by 2 busy main roads.
There is the A35> which is called at various places Winchester Road, Tebourba
Way and Redbridge Road, and there is the A3057* which is called Shirley Road
and Shirley High Street and, further out, Romsey Road. Between its junction
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with Burgess Road to where it becomes Redbridge Road the A35 provides
an ideal boundary, and similarly the AJ057 is ideal at least as far as
the junction with Lower Brownhill Road. The difficulty which affects the
whole area is that the figures militate against using theae roads as
boundaries, at least for the whole of their lengths. If one were to try
to confine wards to the area south of the A3057 and Lower Browning Road,
the electorate is 24,330 with an entitlement of 2.33 (6.99)* If the area
north of Lower Brownhill Road is added (area 1 on S3), the situation is
not improved, the electorate becoming 25,125 and the entitlement 2.41
(7-22). Clearly therefore the A3057 must be crossed by a ward. Similarly
looking at the area lying south of the A35 (but excluding the houses
south of Redbridge Road, which are associated with the residential development north of the road) it has 24,452 electors, giving it an entitlement of
2.34 (7.03)» which dictates that the A35 must also be crossed by a ward.
Once it is accepted that wards must lie across these busy roads, and that
acceptable figures cannot be achieved by trying to fit the wards into the
pattern formed by the roads, it does not become difficult to select wards
which are as satisfactory as they can be granted that some of them straddle
these roads. Both the labour party and the conservative schemes recognised
this, for, even with their differing entitlements, they both have wards which
straddle both these roads.
In Lord's Hill the labour party suggested a ward formed from the
area north of Brownhill Road, Aldermoor Road and Lordswood Road, which is
substantially an area of new and proposed development. The conservatives
attacked this suggestion on the basis that the area was not yet ready to
be a ward on its own and should for the present be divided among neighbouring
wards; and in any event, its electorate was so low at 3710, giving it an
entitlement of only 1.07 councillors on a 15 ward basis, that it could not
in justice form a ward. In reply to the labour party's answer that by 1979
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the electorate would "be at least 10,130 (Mr. Burns suggested 10,495),
they said economic conditions were uncertain and such an increase was
really only speculative. It is not easy to reconcile Mr. Burns1
figures for Lord's Hill on 32 with the suggested 1974 electorate of 3710.
Mr. Burns says the 1974 electorate was 2455 and that this increased to
4084 in 1975> which gives an increase of 1629. If one subtracts the 736
electors in the area north of Lordswood Road (area 3 on S3) from the
3710, the figures still cannot be reconciled. However from a view of the
area it clearly is being developed at present on a large rather than a
small scale, albeit the present development all appears to be private
sector rather than council housing. Mr. Bates said the 1975 electorate
of the proposed ward was 5222, which gives an increase of 1512 over the
1974 figure, of 3710, and this is not much different from Mr. Burns1
comparable figure of 1629- Mr. Bates went on to say that by the date of
the meeting the electorate of the suggested ward would have increased to
about 6600, and that it should be over 7000 in the 1976 register.
I inspected the area carefully. I observe from Mr. Burns1
document 32 that the remaining development which is relied on to bring
the electorate to 10,130 (or 10,495) is predominantly private sector
housing, which is controlled by countrywide economic conditions rather
than by council programming, which I think lends support to conservative
apprehensions that electoral and housing targets may well not be reached.
However taking Mr. Bates1 figure of 5222 for 1975> which shows an entitlement of only .5 (1.50), I consider that for the present the area should be
combined with some other area to form a ward. If this is not done I think
the result will be a substantial degree of over representation certainly
throughout most of the 5 year period with a distinct possibility, which I
think approaches a likelihood, that it will still be over represented at the
end of the period. I could however see no advantage in the conservatives1

suggestion of dividing the area amongst neighbouring wards. The only .
feasible lines of division are along the A3057 or along Tanner's Brook.
The layout does not readily lend itself at present to other boundaries.
There seems no point in using the A3057 as a boundary, for if the object
is to split the developing and increasing areas amongst two or more
wards so as to limit the degree of immediate over representation in any
one ward, there is in fact no further development scheduled within the
next 5 years in the area to the west of the A3057 (see area 1 on S4),
although there are still open fields on the north of Brownhill Way which
could be available for development at some date even further in the
future. The difficulty with using Tanner's Brook is that I could not be at
all sure that it will remain an identifiable boundary. Development is already
close to it on its eastern side. At one point further downstream, where it
crosses Winchester" Road and Tebourba Way, the stream has already been
culverted where it disappears under various buildings at the road junction,
so that it has become unsuitable as a boundary in that area. Similarly Holly
Brook, which runs parallel with Dale Valley Road, has been crossed by
numerous small roads and now lies close to houses in a configuration which
makes it entirely unsuitable as a boundary. There must be some risk that
Tanner's Brook in the Lord's Hill area may be treated in some such similar
way, and for the present it is, I think, an unsuitable boundary.
If Lord's Hill is to be combined with some other area, as I consider
it should, it must necessarily be combined with part of the Coxford area
lying south of Upper Brownhill Road and Aldermoor Road, The Coxford and
Lord's Hill areas are at present combined in the existing Coxford ward.
However the whole of the existing Coxford ward cannot be retained. It must
be made smaller for on 1974 figures it already had an electorate of 11,152
and an entitlement of 1.07 (3.20) and, adding Mr, Burns' 1974-75 increase
of 1629, on 1975 figures its electorate is 12,781 with an entitlement of
1.22 (3.67). This is clearly too large an initial electorate for a ward in
which substantial increase is expected. The part of Coxford which is best
added to Lord's Hill depends upon which other part or parts of the remainder
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of the existing Coxford ward are most conveniently added to adjoining
wards. I will return to the precise configuration of this area later.
The existing Redbridge ward lies south of Romsey Road and extends
across Tebourba Way. It has become too large with 15»562 electors and 4
councillors to remain undisturbed. The area bounded by Lower Brownhill
Road, Romsey Road and Wimpson Lane (area 5 on S3) has 9083 electors and,
although it has clear and acceptable boundaries, it does not have sufficient
electorate to support a ward. The electorate can be increased either by
adding an area lying to the east of Vimpson Lane, which is the labour
party solution, or by crossing Romsey Road and adding to it part of the
existing Goxford ward. The choice in fay view is dictated "by the effect on
other boundaries elsewhere in this part of the city rather than by
considerations of which of the two areas has the greater associations with
the main part of Redbridge ward. The disadvantage of adopting the labour party
solution is that if the additional area is taken from the east of Wimpson
Lane so that the eastern boundary of the suggested Redbridge ward is in effect
pushed eastwards, there is a domino effect on other boundaries which creates
disadvantages in turn in Millbrook, Freemantle and Shirley. Thus between
Millbrook ward and Freemantle I think it is clear on the ground that the
natural western boundary of Freemantle is along Waterhouse Lane and that it
is naturally separated from Millbrook ward by the industrial development
lying immediately.to the west of Waterhouse Lane. Mr. Roach at the meeting
corroborated what seemed obvious at my inspection, albeit the existing and
proposed boundaries are along Foundry Lane. If Waterhouse Lane is used as a
boundary, then a satisfactory Freemantle ward can be formed bounded by
Waterhouse Lane and Hill Lane on the west and east, and on the north by Shirley
High Street, Gypsy Grove, St. James1 Road, View Road and Wilton Road. This
is both the existing boundary between Banister and Shirley wards and is also
the boundary lijie suggested in this area in the conservative 18 ward scheme.
The electorate for this ward is 10,522 and its entitlement is 1.01 (3-02).
If Redbridge ward were extended eastwards, the domino effect I mention means
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that this line between the Shirley and Ixeemantle wards could not be used,
and if the boundary has to "be taken further north it would go through the
middle of the Shirley area, which was precisely the objection raised by so
many people at the meeting to the labour party scheme.
There was some suggestion at the meeting that the Banister and
Freeraantle areas should not be combined to form a ward, although both the
suggested schemes did in fact combine them. Freemantle, which is the area
east of Waterhouse Lane and south of Shirley Road, only has an electorate
of 6160. and, in spite of Mr. Roach's impracticable plea to the contrary,
is not large enough to form a ward on its own. It does not combine readily
with the area to its west, for that would decimate the existing Millbrook
ward area and I think the only practical solution is to do as both the
labour party and the conservatives1 schemes do and combine it with the
Banister area.
Shirley lies to the north of both this Freemantie ward and of
Shirley Hi^i Street. The area south of the A35 Winchester Road has 8776
electors, which is insufficient for a ward in a non-developing area, so the
A35 has to be crossed and part of the existing Coxford ward joined with
Shirley. This raises two considerations. First it means that there is a
further division of the existing Coxford ward. This is relevant to whether
the addition to Redbridge ward should come from across the AJ057 Romsey Road,
which is Coxford ward, or from east of "Wimpson Lane. If it comes from Coxford
ward it creates a further division in a ward which already has to be divided,
once one accepts, as I have, that the Lord's Hill area is not large enough
to form a ward on its own. If on the other hand the addition comes from across
Wimpson Lane, it means that both Coxford and Shirley are divided, for if the
domino effect means that Freemantle ward has to extend further into Shirley,
then Shirley must in turn extend further into Coxford. In these circumstances
I consider it is preferable to avoid dividing both Shirley and Coxford when
the alternative is that Coxford alone has to be divided. In fact this southern
part of the existing Coxford ward is divided in both the labour party and

- 45 conservatives1 schemes, and no one at the meeting suggested a scheme
in which it was not divided.
The second consideration is how the Coxford area should "be
divided for the purposes of forming wards. Although the area is divided
naturally in a generally north-east to south-west direction by "both the
Hollybrook cemetery and the Holly Brook itself, neither provide satisfactory
boundary lines. The Holly Brook artificially separates Valley Close and
Valley Green from Dale Valley Road, and is not a suitable boundary, and
althou^i I looked carefully, I found it very difficult to find any satisfactory
boundary line round the cemetery that did not become an indistinct back
gardens boundary.
I think the most satisfactory division is formed by joining the
area bounded by Olive Road and Coxford Road, which aie both fairly busy roads,
to the adjoining Redbridge ward; by joining the area west of Warren Avenue,
which as a continuation of Olive Road continues to be a busy class 5 road,
to Millbrook; and by joining the area bounded by Warren Avenue on the east
and Dale Road and Tremona Road on the west, which is marked Shirley

Warren

on the maps, to Shirley. This area (E and J" on S6) has an electorate of
1281 and its addition would give Shirley ward an electorate of 10,057| which
is an entitlement of .$6 (2.89). The remainder of the existing Coxford ward
remains joined to Lordls Hill. The only comment to make on this division is
that although a boundary line running roughly parallel with Dale Valley Road
would give a straighter boundary, and such a line can be found which gives
equally acceptable electoral figures to those of the wards I have formed, I
am not satisfied that the actual boundary line on the ground would be
acceptable. I certainly spent a deal of time unsuccessfully looking for one.
Accordingly details of the configuration and sizes of the wards I
suggest in this area are as follows:
(a)

Redbridge ward (5> A and B on S3 and S6) bounded generally
by Brownhill Road, Olive Road, Coxford Road and Wimpson Lane,
with an electorate of 11,142 and an entitlement of 1.06 (3.20).
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(b)

Millbrook ward (6, 7» 8, 9» C and D on S3 and S6) bounded
generally by Redbridge ward, Warren Avenue, Winchester Road,
Shirley High Street and Waterhouse Lane, with an electorate
of 10,794 and an entitlement of 1.03 (3-10).

(c)

Freemantle ward (Conservatives1 Banister ward and 10 and 11
on S3) bounded by Waterhouse Lane, Shirley High Street and
the existing boundary of Banister ward to Hill Lane, with an
electorate of 10,522 and an entitlement of 1.01 (3.02).

(d)

Shirley ward (13, 14, 15, 16, E and J on S3 and S6 less the
conservatives' Banister ward) bounded by Shirley High Street,
Gypsy Grove, St. James1 Road, Raymond Road, Hill Lane,
Winchester Road, Dale Road, Tremona Road, Coxford Road, Warren
Avenue and the western end of Winchester Road, with an electorate
of 10,057 and an entitlement of .96 (2.89).

(e)

Coxford ward (1, 2, 3, 4i F, G and L on S3 and S6 less A and
B) bounded by Lower and Upper Brownhill Road, Olive Road, Coxford
Road, Tremona Road, Dale Road, Winchester Road and the eastern
boundary of the existing Coxford ward, with an electorate on 1974
figures of 7269- On Mr. Bates1 1975 figure of 5222 for his
proposed Lord's Hill ward the electorate become 8781. The respective
entitlements are .70 (2.09) and .84 (2.52).

39•

Other Areas.

There are two areas which are substantial in

acreage, but with minimal or no electorates, which deserve special mention.
The first is the large area of the Western Docks lying south of Preemantle.
It has no electors. Mr. Roach made what I thought was a valid point that
this dockland area should not be in Freemantle ward for there is no access
to it at all from Freemantle. The business activities of the area may require
the attention of councillors. It seems to me preferable that the councillor
whose ward gives access to the docks should have the docks in his ward rather
than that there should be no access at all between parts of the same ward.
Accordingly I think the dockland area lying south of Preemantle should be in
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the ward which includes Central Station, where there is access, and that
the southern boundary of Ixeemantle ward should lie along the railway
line.
The second area ,is The Common. The houses which lie along its
northern edge and face onto Burgess Road I have already dealt with. The
only other houses lying on the inside of the perimeter formed "by The
Avenue, Cemetery Road and Hill Lane are on Hill Lane, approximately
opposite Kellett Road and lying southwards from there. These houses are
clearly connected with Shirley rather than anywhere else, and so rather
than divide The Common arbitrarily between the wards surrounding it, it
seems preferable that it should all be in Shirley ward. It is area 23 on
S3.

40.

Miscellaneous Matters.

Two points which were urged upon me by

several speakers at the meeting were first that in considering ward
boundaries I should preserve the existing parliamentary constituency
boundary as a ward boundary, and secondly that I should also preserve or
keep to existing polling district boundaries so far as possible. However
it is clear from my considerations that I have not regarded either of
these factors. I consider that the rules in schedule 11, which do not
mention either factor, clearly take priority and that if these two factors
are ever of assistance in determining ward boundaries, which I doubt,
there was no instance in Southampton where the choices were so finely
balanced as to require resort to using a constituency or polling district
boundary as such in preference to another line.

41.

Conclusion on Ward Boundaries.

Before embarking on an

examination whether a 15 ward scheme could be devised, I said that such
a scheme should only take the place of the proposed 16 ward scheme if it
were satisfactory. I have dealt in detail with the 15 ward scheme and I
consider that it is a satisfactory scheme for Southampton. I think the sizes
of the electorates are acceptable. Save for the ward containing Lord's Hill,
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all "but one are within 1($ of the average on 1974 figures and all but
two are within 1096 on 1979 figures. Again saving the ward containing
Lord's Hill, all are within 2096 of the average on both 1974 and 1979
figures.

The largest ward will be Bassett ward and it will have 11,819

electors on 1974 figures with an entitlement of 1.13 (3»40) and the
smallest, excepting the ward containing Lord's Hill, has 9^42 with an
entitlement of .92 (2.77). This is the ward containing extensive dockland
areas.
The 1979 forecast electorates produce more divergent entitlements,
Bassett remaining the largest ward with an electorate of 12,279 and an
entitlement of 1.11 (3«34)> unless the full forecast potential of the
Lord's Hill development is realised in which case its ward will be the
largest with an electorate of 13>799 and an entitlement of 1.25 (3*75)However I have expressed my doubts about that forecast. The smallest ward
will still be the southernmost of the city centre wards with an electorate
of 9302 and an entitlement of .84 (2.53). However a curious feature of the
electorate of this ward is that whereas on the city's first set of estimates,
the ward's electorate is due to diminish by 340 electors within the 5 year
period, on Mr. Burns' revised estimates it increases by 390 within the period,
The figures I have included in the schedules come from the city's first set
of estimates, but should Mr. Burns' revised estimates be fully realised,
indicating a possible change of policy for the city centre area, the 1979
entitlement would be .91 (2.73)» I consider these figures are acceptable.
The boundaries are all easily identifiable and in some instances
are preferable to those proposed by the labour party. In particular I
consider local ties which the labour party proposals ignored and broke have
been preserved. Accordingly I recommend the adoption of the 15 ward scheme
I have described, with a council for the city of 45 members.
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42.

Names of Warda.

Althou^i in several instances the labour

party and the conservatives1 schemes suggested differing ward names
for wards covering the same communities or roughly the same areas, it
was not a matter which was really an issue at all. The labour party was
quite prepared to accept the conservatives* names and they only made
the point that on the east "bank they had used new names to avoid any
confusion arising from the name Bitterne appearing in too many ward
names. The conservatives were content so long as the ward was named after
the community it represented. Some speakers objected however to the name
'Town1 for the central ward of a city. The only observation I have to
make is that in some instances wards I recommend contain two communities,
for some communities, such as Freemantle, Swaythling and Lord's Hill,
are not large enough to form their own wards. These communities in
particular have substantially had to be joined with Coxford, Bitterne
Park and Banister to form acceptable wards. In such cases the name chosen
is unlikely to please everyone, although this was not a topic which

provoked much argument. Most of the wards select names for themselves, and
I have referred to them by such names in describing them so far in this
report. On the east bank, where I have endeavoured to preserve the Bitterne
ward so far as possible, I think the ward should continue to be called
Bitterne rather than Townhill or EhornhilJ, which were the two other suggestions,
The ward lying to its west should, I think, be Peartree ward, which is the
labour party suggestion, rather than Bitterne Manor or Peartree and Bitterne
Manor, if only to avoid having too many Bitternes or too clumsy a name. The
ward lying north of this and lying along and across the river should, I think,
be Bitterne Park rather than Swaythling, for its electorate comes substantially
from the east bank rather than the west bank.
The ward containing the Lord's Hill development should, I think,
be called Coxford, which is to retain its present name although its area has
been reduced. The ward which includes Freemantle should, I think, be called
Freemantle, which is the labour party suggestion, rather than Banister, for

- 50 the larger part of its electorate comes from Freeman tie. The two wards
lying south of Portswood in the centre of the city should be called
St. Lukes and Bargate, which preserves two of the three former names,
avoids the use of the slightly controversial 'Town ward', and in fact
uses the conservatives suggestion of St. Lukes for the more northerly
ward and, for convenience, shortens the conservatives1 suggested Bargate
and St. Marys to Bargate,

43*

Schedules.

I have set out in the first schedule to this

report the names of the wards I recommend together with their 1974
and 1979 electorates and entitlements. The entitlement of councillors
I have put in "brackets. In the second schedule I have set out in detail
how these wards are formed "by reference to maps S3 and S6, although I
cannot think this schedule will mean much to the reader unless he also
has the maps. In the third schedule is a list of documents I received.
I have marked in red on the 2j" map M8 and the 3" street map M9 the ward
boundaries I recommend.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant

(Michael Lewer)

First Schedule

rd Names, Electorates & Entitlements

Ward Name

1974

Entitlement
lllrs.in brackets)

1979
Electorate

Entitlement
(Cllrs .in brack*

1

Wools ton

10410

1.00 (2.99)

10900

99 (2.97)

2

Sholing

10927

1.05 (3.14)

11587

1.05 (3-15)

3

Peartree

10891

1.04 (3.13)

11051

1- 00 (3.01)

4

Bitterne

10377

.99 (2.98)

10317

94 (2.81)

5

Harefield

10962

1.05 (3.15)

10972

99 (2.98)

6

Bitterne Park

10943

1.05 (3.14)

11083

1.00 (3.01)

7

Bassett

11819

1.13 (3.40)

12279

1- 11 (3.34)

8

Portswood

10501

1.01 (3.02)

10551

96 (2.87)

9

St. Lukes

10333

.99 (2.97)

10663

97 (2.90)

9642

.92 (2.77)

9302

84 (2.53)

10057
10522

-96 (2.89)

10117

92 (2.75)

1.01 (3.02)

10622

96 (2.89)

7269

.70 (2.09)

13799

1.25 (3.75)

10 Bargate
11

Shirley

12

Freerantle

13

Coxf ord

14

Millbrook

10794

1.03 (3.10)

10934

99 (2.97)

15 Redbridge

11142

1.07 (3.20)

11242

1.02 (3.06)

Second Schedule '

Composition of recommended yards by areas from S3 to 6

Areas

1

2

3

4

5

Woolston

Sholing

Peartree

Bitterne

Earefield

48

1076

56

9334

45

318

47

827

55

9782

38

1232

39

719

46

834

52

8106

42

441

43

1326

44

140

53

8470

40

2514

41

6

Bitterne Park

Electorate

.

8448

33

2342

36

2540

37

2952

51

533

54

2576

10410

10927

10891

10377

10962

10943

7 fcassett

34

- 2484

35

770

50

8657

less L

8

9

10

11

Portswood

St. Lukes

Bargate

Shirley

92

11911

30

6399

31

1516

32

667

49

1919

22

1984

24

2422

25

1851

26

115

27

1505

28

1881

29

575

17 (plus docks
to west of 1?)

nil

18

3899

19

2240

20

2757

21

746

13

9112

14

4379

15

2346"

16

1680

23

nil

E

993

J

288

less conservatives1
Banister 8741

18798

11819

10501

10333

9642

10057

12

K?eemantle

10

1704

11

77

Conservatives *

8741

Banister

13

14

15

Coxford

Millbrook

Redbridge

1

795

2

2179

3

736

4

3673

F

100

G

1753

L

92

less A

1005

9328

B

1054

2059

6

928

7

1960

8

1045

9

5154

C

331

D

1376

5

9083

A

1005

B

1054

10522

7269

10794

11142

X

Third Schedule

Documents

L1

Statement from Mr. Bates.

L2

Statement from Mr. Reynard.

LJ

Description of proposed boundaries for 16 wards.

L4

Two overlays and electoral figures for possible alterations to
Swaythling ward.

L5

Statement from Mr, Rees.

L6

Flan showing land use.

L?

Flan showing principal and classified roads.

01

Statement from Mr. Samuels.

C2

Outline plan of community areas.

51

Mr. Burns1 additional estimated population increases.

52

Mr. Burns1 documents on Lord's Hill development.

53 - 6

Map, and electoral figures prepared by City Planning Department,

4

for various areas throughout the city.
S?

5" map showing existing and suggested ward boundaries.

58

Street plan,

59

Attendance list.

M1

Report by the Deputy County Secretary to meeting of County Policy
and Resources Committee held on 2Jrd June 1975> and minute of the
Committee dated 26th September 1974«

M2

Numerical analysis of existing wards.

M3

Numerical analysis of wards in draft scheme.

M4

Numerical analysis of conservatives* scheme.

M5

Reports to and of meeting of County Policy and Resources Committee,
held "on 12th May 1975.

M6

Map of existing ward and polling district boundaries.

M7

Map of wards proposed in conservatives1 scheme.

MS

2£" map marked with recommended wards in red.

M9

3" street map marked with recommended wards In red.

M10

Bundle of 6" plans of city.

M11

Bundle of 24 letters and some press cuttings.

M12

Letter from Vicar of Bitterne.

SCHEDULE 2

CITY OF SOUTHAMPTON:

NAMES .OF PROPOSED WARDS AND NUMBER OP COUNCILLORS

HAMS OF WARD

NO. OF COUNCILLORS

BARGATE

.

3

BASSETT

3

BITTERNE

3

BITTERNE PARK

3

COXFOSD

3

FREEMANTLE

3

HAREPIELD

3

MHLBROOK

3

PEARTREE

3

PORTSWOOD

3

REBBRIDGE

3

ST LUKES

3

SHIRLET

3

SHOLUJG
WOOLSTON

.,

3
3

SCHEDULE
CITY OP SOUTHAMPTON

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WARD BOUNDARIES

Note : Where the boundary is described as following a road, railway,
river or similar feature, it should be deemed to follow the
centre line thereof unless otherwise stated.

COXFORD WAffi)
Commencing at a point where the western boundary of the District meets
Frogmore Lane, thence generally northeastwards and eastwards along said
western boundary and the northern boundary of the district to the track
being a continuation northwards of Goxford Road, thence southwards along •
said track and Goxford Road to a point where the southern boundary of the
Municipal Golf Course meets the western boundary of the Sports Centre, thence
eastwards to and generally southwards along said boundary to the western
boundary of No 28 Lordswood Gardens, thence southeastwards along said
boundary to the northeastern boundary of No 8 Lordswood Close, thence
continuing southeastwards along said boundary and the rear boundaries of
Nos 6 to 3 Lordswood Close to the rear boundary of No 9 Lordswood Road,
thence continuing generally southeastwards along said rear boundary and
the rear boundaries of Nos 7 to 5 Lordswood. Road to the northeastern
boundary of No 594 Hill Lane, thence southeastwards along said boundary
to Hill Lane, thence bont.inuing southeastwards along said lane to
Winchester Road, thence southwestwar.'ls along said road to Dale Roarl, thence
northwestwards along said road to Tremona Soad, thence northwards and
northwestwards along said road to Coxford Road, thence westwards along
said road to Olive Road, thence northwestwards along said road to Alder^oor
Road, thence southwestwards along said road and continuing southwestwar-ls
along Upper lirownhill Road and Lower Brownhill Road to Frogmore Lane, thence
northwestwards along said lane to the point of

•BASS2TT WAR.'}
Commencing at a point where the eastern "boundary of Coxford VMrd meets the
northern boundary of trie District, thence generally eastwards alonr sr\i.3
district boundary to the .'Southampton to ',V'itf?r].oo railway, thence

3

along saild.railway to the footbridge at 3waythling Station, thence
northwestwards along said footbridge and in prolongation thereof to High
Road, thence southwestwards along said road to Burgess Road, thence
westwards along said road to a point opposite the eastern boundary of
No 68 Burgess Road, thence southwards to and along said boundary to the bank
which runs to the rear of the properties numbered 68 to m "Burgess Road,
thence generally southwestwards along said bank to the western boundary of
No 18 in said road, .thence northwards along said boundary to Tmrgess Road,
thence westwards along said road to Hill Lane, thence northwestwards along
said lane to the eastern boundary-of Goxfo.rd Ward, thence .generally
northwestwards along said boundary to the point of commencement.

RED3RID&IS V/ARD

Coirunencing at a point where the western boundary of the District meets the
southern boundary of Coxford Ward, the'ice southeastwards, northeastwards and
southeastwards along said ward boundary to "oxford Road, thence generally
westwards and southwestwards along said road to Rownhams Road, thence
southwards along sail road to 'Vimpson Lane, thence southwestwards alon.T said
lane to I/Till brook Road, thence southeastward^ along said road to Tanner's
Brook:, thence southwestwards along said brook and continuing southwestwards
along Tanner's Creek to the Southampton Container Terminal Service Road,,
thence southeastwards along said road to National Grid Reference SU 38698123^3,
thence generally

southwards

along the eastern boundaries of Berths 205

and 204 to the southern boundary of the District, thence generally northwestwards and northeastwards along said southern boundary and the western
boundary of the District to the point of commencement.

ivIILLBROOK V/AKD
Commencing at a point where the southern boundary of the District meets the
eastern boundary of Redbridge Ward, thence generally northwards and northeastwards along said ward boundary to Warren Avenue, thence southeastwards along
said avenue to Winchester Road, thence westwards along said road to Romaey Road

thence southeastward along- said road and Shirley High Street to Park Street,
thence southwestwards along said street to 7/aterhouse Lane, thence generally
southwards along said lane to its junction with Millbrook Road, thence due
southwards in a straight line to the Southampton to Bournemouth railway,
thence westwards alon# said railway to a point b«in^ the prolongation
northwestwards of the centre line of the King George V aravin,^ ^ock, thence
southeastwards along said prolongation rind said dock, and continuing in
prolongation thereof to the southern boundary

of the District, thence

westwards along said boundary to the point of commencement.

3HIHLSY WARD
Oommencinj; at a point where the eastern boundary of Millbrook Ward meets
the southern boundary of Coxford Ward, thencn generally eastwards alon?
said southern boundary and the southern boundary of Rassett Ward to
The Avenue, thence southwards along said avenue to Northlands Road, thence
southwestwards along said road to Cemetery Road, thence northwestwards and
southwestwards alon# sai^l road to Hill Lane, thence northwards. alan°; said
lane to Wilton Road, thence westwards along said road to South View Road,
thence southwestwards along said road to St James's Roari, thence northeastwards aloujj- said road to Gipsy Grove, thence southwestwards along said
ijrrove to Shirley Road, thence northwestwards along said road and Shirley
High Street to the eastern boundary of Millbrook Ward, thence .generally
northwestwards,eastwards and northwestwards along said boundary to the
point of co'frnencement.

PORT3WOOD WARD
Uommencin.1; at a point where the eastern boundary of Shirley V/ari meets the
southern boundary of Sassett ''.Yard, thence generally eastwards alon^ said
southern boundary to the Southampton to v/aterloo railway, thence southwestwards alonj said railway to National C/ri'l Reference STT 4552214^45* thence
due eastwards in a straight line to the River Itchen, thence ,<renprally
southwards and southwestwards along1 said river to a point due southeastward
of the centre point

of the .Dukes Road bridge croanin,^ the railway, thence

northwestwards in a straight line to said railway, thence northeastwards al.on<?
said railway to the 3t Denys1 Station access road, thence northwestv/ards nlonff
said road to Osborne Road, thence southwestwards alonr? said road to Westridte
iload, thence northwestwards alon^ said road to Portswood Road, thence
south-westwards alon;; said road to 3roo'-:vale Road, thenco northwestwards alonr:
said road to Winn rtoad, thence southwostwards along sail road to th« eastern
boundary of Shirley V<ard, thence northwards alon^ said boundary to the point
of commence Merit.

l-R^Iiv'uU^'rL^ tVAKD
Commencing at a point where the eastern boundary of '-illbrook Y/ard meets
the

southern boundary of Shirley '.'ard, thence southeastwards, rrnnerally

northeastwards and southwards along said boundary and continuing southwards
along Hill Lane to Commercial Road, thence southwestwards alon^ said road
to the road known as Central Station ".'3rid,f-;e, thence southwards along1 said
road to the Southampton to Bournemouth railway, thence westwards and
northwestwards along said railway to the eastern boundary of Millbrook Ward,
thence northwards alonr: said boundary to the point of commencement.

3T LUKES WARD

Commencing at a point v/here the eastern boundary of Freeman tie '-Yard meets
the southern boundary of Shirley Ward, thnnce .rje'ierally northeastwards alon?;
said southern boundary and northwards alon^ the eastern boundary of said
ward to the southern boundary of Portswood 'Yard, thence .=^enerally
northeastwards, southeastward^ and southwestwards alon^ said boundary and
continuing soutnv/estwarcls alon/j the railway to Mount Pleasant Road, thence
northwestwards alorij said roai to Derby Road, then as southwards alonp; r.aid
road to Oxford Avenue, thence westwards alon# said avenue to 3t Mary's Ros.d,
thence northwards alom; aaid road to Charlotte Place, thence westwards alon^c
said place to Dorset Street, thence southwards alon^- said .-street to Bninswic1"
Place, thence generally westwards alon^ said place to London Road, thence
northeastwards along said road to I'he Avonuo, thence northwards alon-jr said

avenue to Archnrs Road, thence southeastward^ nlon# said road to the
eastern boundary of Freemantle Ward, then northwards alon<* said boundary
to the point ->f coi'irnencement.

Tji V/AdO
•.Jom.fiencin;T at a point where the southern boundary of the District meets
the eastern boundary of [,,'illbrook V/ard, thence northwestwards and eastwards
along said ward boundary

to the southern boundary of Pree*^antle Ward,

southeastwards alonfj said S boundary and northwards alon°r the eastern "boundar
of said ward to the southern boundary of 3t Lukes V.'ard, thence 7enerallv
eastwards
eastwards, southwardsVand northwards alon=: the southern and eastern
A

of said ward to the southern boun lary of Portsv/ood Ward, thenc? sout'ieantr/ards
along said boundary to the River Itchen, thence .^ne rally southwards alon^r
said river to the southern boundary of tho District, thence .generally
nort:.iv/estv/arls alon^ sai-i boundary to tho point of comnence^ient.

at a point where the eastern boundary of "Bassett \7ard r.eetR
the northern boundary of the- District, thence -generally southea-twards alo
said northern boundary and the eastern boundary of the District to a point
being1 the prolongation northeastwards of 'Downhill Way, thence sont^vres
along said prolongation and generally southwards alon^ said way to Van.=niard
Road, thence northwestwards alon^ said road to the road known as ''ritts H.ill,
thence northwards and northwestwards alonf; said road to "xdanbury Lane, thence
westwards and southwards alon^ said lane to Gobden Avenue, thence northwestwards alon,^ said avenue and westwards alon^ Oobden Bridge to the eastern
boundary of Portswood Ward, thence jjenerally northwards alon-^ said boundary
to the eastern boundary of Bassett V/ard, thence northeastwards .al on'? said
boundary to the point of comvnence-nent.

WAHD
.p: at a point where the southeastern boundary of Portswood i'/ard m^ets

the southern boundary

of Bitterne Park V/ard, thence southeastward.?. along

said southern boundary to Midanbury Lane, thence generally southwards along
said lane to Bitteme Road, thence southeast wards along said road and
Lance's Hill to Peartree Avenue, thence southwestwards along said avenu^ to
Spring Road, thence generally southwards along said road to the Southampton
to Portsmouth railway, therice northwestwards along said railway to "Sea Road,
thence westwards along said road to Hazel Hoad, thence southwards along said
road to a point opposite the Itchen Hard Slipway, thence southwestwards to
and along said slipway and continuing southwestwards ii a straight line to
the eastern boundary of Bargate iYard, thence .generally northwards alonr: said
boundary to the southeastern boundary of Portswood Ward, thenco -generally
northeastwards along said boundary to the point of commencement,

vVOOLSTON
Commencing at a point where the southern boundary of the "District meets the
eastern boundary of Bargate V.'ard, thence northwards along said ward boundary
to the southern boundary of Peartree V.'ard, thence generally southeastwards
along said boundary and continuing along tho railway to Portsmouth Road,
thence generally eastwards along said road to

the eastern boundary of the

District, thence generally southwestw-irls along said eastern boundary and
northwestwards along the southern boundary of the District to the point -of
commencement.

-.;AHD
Commencing at a point where the southern boundary of

Bitterne Park Ward

meets the eastern boundary of the District, thence generally southeastwar-is
along said district boundary to the southern boundary of No 133 Thornhill
Park Road, thence southwards in a straight line to the centre of said road,
thence westwards along said road and '-dtterne '.load to the eastern boundary
of Peartree Ward, thence northwestwards and northeastwards along said
boundary to the southern boundary of Bitterne Park Ward, thence generally
northwards, southeastwards and northwards along said boundary to the point
of commencement.

3ITTERNE WARD

Commencing at a point where the southern boundary of Harefield Ward moets
the eastern boundary of the District, thence /generally soiith«astwards and
southwestwaris along said district boundary to Bursledon Road, thence
northwestwards along said road to Beacon Road, thence sonthwestwards along
said road to the eastern boundary of Peartree V/ard, thence generally
northwestwards along said boundary to the southern boundary of Harefield
Ward, thence eastwards along said boundary to the point of commencement.

SHOLING WARD
Commencing at a point where the southern boundary of Bitterns Ward meets
the eastern boundary of the District, thence southwestwards along said
district boundary to the northern boundary of Woolston -7ard, thence
northwestwards along said boundary to the eastern boundary of Peartree I7ard,
thence generally northwards along said boundary to the southern boundary
of Bittome Ward, thence northeastwards and southeastwards along said
boundary to the point of commencement.

